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ABSTRACT

Attitudes are often expressed in what people say and write, as well as the con-

tent they choose to interact with. With the proliferation of social media and other

online content, we are able to understand how people express their attitudes through

large-scale linguistic analyses. Further, people’s attitudes and behaviors are often

intertwined: attitude signals can be predictive of future behaviors, and conversely

behavioral patterns can reveal underlying attitudes. This thesis explores the develop-

ment of computational linguistic models to understand attitudes and behaviors. We

surface the attitudes that people hold with respect to social roles (e.g., “professor,”

“mother”) and compare them across different cultures using corpus-statistics models

and dependency-based embedding models. Next, we look at how personal traits are

predictive of behavior. To this end, we explore how we can incorporate implicit world

knowledge into language models by predicting attitudes towards charitable giving. In

this same direction, we examine traits, as expressed on social media, that are indica-

tive of people likely to persist in pursuing self-improvement. We leverage linguistic

characteristics such as expressed affect, writing style, and latent topics. Finally, we

gain insight into how attitude and behavior give insight to each other by predicting at-

titudes towards philanthropic causes based on engagement behavior with newsletters

and personal background information, using text-aware graph representation models.

We also show how behavioral traits present in online communities are predictive of

resilient attitude during the COVID-19 pandemic.

xiii



CHAPTER I

Introduction

People experience the world in largely subjective ways. The way that people

perceive their surroundings, or their attitudes, is often expressed through language,

as can be seen in the proliferation of social media content. People’s attitudes can

also have implications in how they behave in related contexts. In this thesis, we

aim to understand ,through language, (1) how people express their attitudes; (2) how

people indicate intended behavior; (3) how attitudes or other personal characteristics

manifest in behavior; as well as (4) how behavior can reveal underlying attitude.

Through our work, we can expand existing social science theories about attitude

and behavior to unseen domains and scales of magnitude. It can also serve as a

starting point to develop theories to explain novel phenomena unique to our modern

world, with its ever-increasing complexity in quantity and types of human interaction

facilitated by technology. Data-driven insights enabled by our work can inform the

design of new technology platforms that improve our experience of the world and

with each other.

1



1.1 NLP for Computational Social Science and Social Com-

puting

The recent explosion of digital content affords unprecedented opportunities to

not only study human behavior, but to use the insights to enhance people’s lives

using technological tools. People go to social media platforms to share information,

participate in communities, seek support, and to express themselves in countless

other ways. We stand to learn how people’s attributes, such as personality, attitudes,

and values, are tied to behavior in both online and offline settings. It is difficult

to manually read and analyze the vast volume of available data from online sources.

The use of computational methods, informed by work from social science, has allowed

researchers to examine greater magnitudes of information. However, much of this

available data is in the form of raw natural language text. Text is often unstructured

and complex, necessitating the development of Natural Language Processing (NLP)

techniques to be able to fully utilize the richness of the data.

The fields of computational social science embody the intersection of social science

and computational science, using computational methods to tackle questions that are

centered around people. Such work has wide-reaching influence, ranging from the

structure of online platforms [1–3] to government policy considerations [4–6].

While the primary focus of this thesis is on the use of language, other signals of user

behavior are also useful to consider. For instance, someone’s social connections and

online engagement patterns can tell us about their personal traits and behavior [7, 8];

such data is often complementary to linguistic data [9]. Therefore, we also incorporate

features such as the types of online communities in which people (Chapter IV) and

user interaction patterns within online communities (Chapter VI).

Our work contributes to this growing interdisciplinary field by showing how to

leverage and extend NLP methods to gain a deeper understanding of people’s atti-

2



tudes and behaviors, as well as how they connect to one another.

1.2 Attitudes and Behaviors

We can learn much about people from the language they produce. Prior work

has explored deriving demographic information, such as age, gender, education level,

and political orientation [10–12]. Further, accounting for demographic factors can

improve performance in NLP tasks [13–15]. However, this is just the surface of what

we can learn; we can gain insight into personality [16], values [17], attitudes [18],

political orientation [19], mental health [20], and more. In gaining this more nuanced

knowledge, we can model users, understand human behavior, and deliver improved

and personalized digital services.

From psychology, a person’s attitude is a way of thinking or feeling about an

aspect of that person’s world, such as another person, a group of people, a physical

object, or a behavior, and is typically reflected in that person’s behavior.

Beliefs are a basis for attitudes. Through experiences, people form beliefs about an

entity by associating the entity with various characteristics, qualities, and attributes.

More formally, belief is the subjective probability that an object has a certain at-

tribute [21]. Such beliefs can be greatly influenced by one’s surroundings, such as

one’s geographic location or cultural context.

In our work, we consider attitude as an aggregate of one’s underlying beliefs.

Specifically, we show that we can automatically extract attitudes towards social roles,

composed of the attributes that people associate with social roles. Further, we present

evidence that these attitudes reflect their cultural context and conduct a cross-cultural

analysis of these attitudes.

There has been prior computational work that detects attitudes from text. For

instance, others have used product reviews to identify associated attributes of objects,

such as food, movies, or other products [22]; analyzed attitudes towards news topics in

3



media [23]; and detected subgroups in ideological online discussions based on attitudes

[24]. Such work on detecting attitude has broad applications in core NLP tasks such

as opinion mining [25, 26], and question answering [27, 28]. Most prior work has

focused on attitudes that are explicitly and readily expressed in text, such as “The

sushi was great, but pricey,” or “His claims are so ignorant.” However, many attitudes

are implicit and not stated, and are therefore more difficult to detect.

Modeling implicit attitudes in text yields opportunities for building improved

NLP models that capture and reveal more nuanced information from text than stan-

dard language models. Linguistic models that incorporate characteristics about the

authors, the audience, or other related people can see improved performance in nu-

merous tasks such as sentiment analysis [29] and dependency parsing [30].

Further, attitudes and behaviors are intertwined with each other. Attitude can be

predictive of behavior since it influences how people react to situations and stimuli

[31]. By the same reasoning, behavior is then indicative of underlying attitude. Fur-

ther, our definition of behavior is not limited to physical actions. What people choose

to say and write can also be considered behavior, and therefore expressed linguistic

characteristics are implicit ties between behavior and attitude.

To explore how attitudes inform behavior, we use signals of people’s attitude

towards charitable causes to predict whether their future donation behavior will be

directed towards similar causes.

We also explore how historical behavior can be indicative of attitude. We use

features derived from the normal aggregate behavior of communities, such as how

people engage with each other and what they talk about, to predict how these same

communities will cope during the COVID-19 pandemic; these patterns implicitly

reflect the communities’ attitudes towards their negative life circumstances.

We use the wide availability of behavioral data to gain insight into attitudes

and computationally conduct experiments at a scale difficult to achieve
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through the traditional social sciences. In parallel, we develop enhanced

natural language processing models that better capture implicit human

characteristics. We aim to understand how attitudes are expressed in different

contexts and how attitudes manifest in linguistic differences and behavior.

1.3 NLP Techniques

Many techniques from NLP have been leveraged to examine computational social

science problems. Lexicons, such as LIWC [32] and the NRC Emotion Lexicon [33]

have seen wide use for gaining insight into personality [34–36], sentiment [37], and

more. Though lexicons are useful because of their interpretability and ease of use,

many were traditionally built using manual annotation [38, 39] which is often expen-

sive both financially and with respect to human effort. To address this, there have

been many efforts towards automating the process of building lexicons [40, 41].

Recent word embedding models have become ubiquitous due to their ability to

capture latent semantic information. Models such as word2vec [42, 43], GloVe [44],

and BERT [45] have exhibited strong performance on a wide range of NLP tasks. Be-

yond these more generalized methods, researchers are able to adapt or craft linguistic

features, such as readability [46, 47] and dependency parse information [48, 49], as

desired for the task at hand.

1.4 Research Questions

In this thesis, we address three main research questions centered on computational

linguistic models of attitudes, behaviors, and their relation to each other.

RQ 1: How can we computationally model the attitudes that people

hold towards entities in their world? We investigate several ways to build

linguistic models to extract the implicit attitudes that people hold with respect to
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groups of people.

By explicitly extracting the underlying associations from language, we not only

quantify the underpinnings of people’s attitudes, but build models that yield attitude

explanations that are easily understandable by people. Such work provides social

scientists with additional computational tools to analyze culture.

In the work detailed in Chapter 2, we show how language can be used to identify

and understand the implicit attitudes people hold in regards to social roles across

different cultures and societies. Attitudes people hold about the world often manifest

themselves in the way we use language. Understanding what people say or write can

help us gain insight into their worldview, beliefs, and the way they are primed to

interact with the surrounding world.

Such analyses of language can also lead to new insights into cultural differences.

Groups of people sharing certain characteristics – e.g., nationality, region, state, gen-

der, or religion – would often have a shared understanding of the world, which in turn

is reflected in their use of language.

RQ 2: How can we predict the behaviors that people are likely to

exhibit in a given context based on their personal characteristics?

Personal characteristics can be indicative of intended or future behavior. We study

the connections between expressed traits and behavior in two lines of research.

In work described in Chapter 3, we predict attitude towards charitable giving.

Data-driven learning has made great strides over the past three decades. While many

recent learning strategies assume the availability of a large amount of data, there are

still many applications that only benefit from limited amounts of data. We can enrich

sparse textual content inside categorical datasets, to bring into the learning framework

additional information that is implied by the text but not explicitly stated. To this

end, we conduct experiments in the context of a donation prediction problem, where

we use a dataset consisting of the profiles of university alumni who have previously
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donated, as well as alumni who did not make any donations, and attempt to predict

whether a previously unseen person is likely to donate or not. We demonstrate how

sparse text can be enhanced using external information and use our models to better

predict whether someone is likely to be a donor.

The act of donation is not straightforward; many factors are involved, such as a

person’s willingness to give, interest in the funding target, and level of wealth. Our

work shows that implicit information about people may be present in their associated

categorical information, such as major, degree, and profession.

In our second line of work, described in Chapter 4, we explore how traits are

indicative of behavior and focus on people who are pursuing self-improvement. Many

people aim for personal change at different points in their lives. People’s levels of

perceived self-efficacy, risk perceptions, and outcome expectancies can be predictive

of eventual behavior change success in a wide number of contexts. Such attitudes can

appear in linguistic patterns, such as expressed affect and writing readability. We seek

to understand the characteristics of people who are in the early, motivation phase

of behavior change and how this reflects in whether someone maintains persistent

interest in self-improvement.

We leverage linguistic characteristics such as expressed affect, writing style, and

latent topics to automatically distinguish people who sustained their intent for self-

improvement from those who did not continue. These features provide human-

understandable rationale for how these people behave; in social science applications,

model explainability is often as, if not more important, than pure model performance.

RQ 3: How do attitude and behavior give insight into each other?

Knowledge about people’s attitudes can have implications in how they behave in con-

texts related to those attitudes. Towards the goal of understanding the relationship

between attitude and behavior, we conduct work in two research directions.

First, in Chapter 5, we model attitude towards philanthropic causes based on en-
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gagement with emails and personal background information, and use this to predict

donation behavior. We build graph representation models from prior user donations

and article clicks, and further enhance these graphs with additional edges derived

from textual similarity relations among donations and clicks. This context is promis-

ing because we see explicit behavior (donations) following from underlying attitudes

towards subjects related to the behavior.

Second, in Chapter 6, we analyze subjective wellbeing in US cities in response

to COVID-19, and characterize how community behavior prior to the pandemic is

predictive of recovery patterns and resilient attitude during the pandemic.

1.5 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we address our first main research

question by tackling the task of extracting implicit attitudes of social roles from social

media.

We shift our focus to predicting behavior in Chapter 3. We detail our work in

predicting donation behavior based on personal background and our developments

in enhancing sparse text with rich information derived from related corpora. We

continue in Chapter 4 with understanding persistent intent to change based on social

media data.

In Chapter 5, we begin addressing our third research question. We build upon our

work in Chapter 3 and we predict attitude towards potential donation interests, as ex-

pressed through actual donations, based on related behavior such as interacting with

emails. We extend the alumni donation data with recorded engagement with alumni

newsletter emails and model user behavior using text-aware graph representations.

We continue in Chapter 6 by studying the trajectories of subjective wellbeing of

cities across the US during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the community attitude

characteristics that correlate with resilient behavior.
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Finally, we close with a summary of our contributions, conclusions, and future

work in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER II

Attitudes Towards Social Roles Across Cultures

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter1 we present approaches to computationally understand the atti-

tudes that people hold with respect to groups of people in society. Attitudes we hold

about the world often manifest themselves in the way we use language. Understand-

ing what people say or write can help us gain insight into their worldview, beliefs,

and the way they are primed to interact with the surrounding world. Such analyses

of language can also lead to new insights into cultural differences. Groups of people

sharing certain characteristics – e.g., nationality, region, state, gender, or religion –

would often have a shared understanding of the world, which in turn is reflected in

their use of language.

While the connections between language and culture have traditionally been the

purview of cultural psychology [50], more recent work in computational linguistics has

also started to address these connections, resulting in models that can uncover the

different use of words across cultures [51, 52], the various distribution of topics in dif-

ferent cultures [53], or the word associations that people with different demographics

tend to make [54, 55].

1The work in this chapter benefited from input from Carmen Banea, David Jurgens, and Rada
Mihalcea. This work was published in the Proceedings of the 2019 International Conference on
Social Informatics.
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The hypothesis driving our work is that we can use language to identify and

understand the implicit perceptions and expectations that people hold with regards

to social roles in our society. For instance, the frequent use of the descriptor kind

or the action help in connection to the role friend can be an indication that friends

are usually regarded as people who are kind and provide help. Moreover, we also

hypothesize that there may be cultural differences in these social role perceptions,

and that different groups of people may correspondingly use different descriptors or

actions when they refer to the same social role.

This chapter makes four main contributions. First, we examine what constitutes

a social role, and we propose the use of descriptors (adjectives) and actions (verbs) as

a way to understand the implicit perception of social roles as reflected in language.

Second, we introduce a new data set, consisting of 49 frequent social roles (e.g.,

mother, friend, lawyer) and the associated descriptors and actions, as contributed

by over 400 human judges from two different cultures (United States and India).

Third, we perform several analyses to uncover cross-cultural variations in social role

perception, and we identify roles with high, medium, and low variations. Finally,

we propose two computational models that can predict the most likely social role

based on a descriptor or an action. One model is based on statistics collected over a

large syntactically annotated collection of texts authored by people from two cultures,

while the second one relies on neural models that are aware of the syntactic relations

between words.

Our main findings show that there are indeed differences in the perceptions as-

sociated with the roles between the two cultures, and that the degree of cultural

similarity varies across the roles. The computational models show that it is possible

to predict roles from the attributes that people associate with them. Furthermore,

our models exhibit higher performance when the train and test set cultures match,

indicating that our models encode cultural differences.
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2.2 Related Work

The concept of “roles” is frequently considered by those in the social sciences as

a way to analyze social structures and behaviors [56–60]. Roles can be characterized

by the norms and expectations that society places on people of particular social or

functional positions [59]. Such norms greatly influence how people act and interact

with others [61], especially when one is acting as a member of a role [62]. The

perceptions of others are important; depending on whether one acts according to role

expectations, there exist rewards or punishments doled out by society [58]. By asking

members of a group about the behaviors that a role is likely to participate in, one

can analyze the differences in perceptions of roles between cultural groups, such as

Hispanics versus the general US population [63].

We take inspiration from previous work that models latent character types, or

personas (such as the “love interest” or “best friend”) and their typical characteristics

in films [64]. To extract character aspects, the authors look at a subset of the syntactic

dependencies that involve the personas. We extract aspects in a similar way and focus

on predicting a role based on its expected characteristics, in contrast to Bamman

et al. that focus on partitioning types of roles. Additionally, films tend to create

stereotypical personas with strong associations to their characteristics. Social roles,

however, are constructed from societal expectations in aggregate and can be much

more nuanced.

Another related line of research has considered the prediction of words that are

most likely to be associated with a stimulus word [54]. Our task differs in that we go

beyond free-form associations and instead hone in on specific aspect types, namely

actions and descriptors as they relate to a given social role.

To use natural language, we must build word representations. A straightforward

approach is to treat words as discrete symbols, leading to many bag-of-words methods

for representing text [65, 66]. While useful for many tasks, this representation does
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not encode relations between words or semantics. Many recent word representation

methods model words as continuous, dense vectors derived from neural networks

[67, 68] or word co-occurrence information [69], also known as word embeddings.

These have been shown to perform well across numerous tasks [70]. Additionally,

[54, 71–74] have sought to encode additional sources of information to be captured in

word embedding vectors.

One of our models is derived from dependency-based embedding models [75],

where dependency links are used to form the contexts in a skip-gram model. The

resulting embeddings encode functional similarity rather than topical similarity. For

instance, rapping, busking, and breakdancing are among the most similar words for

“dancing” when using dependency-based embeddings, as opposed to topically related

words surfaced by regular linear context embeddings, such as “dancer”, “dance”, and

“dances.” We adapt the former model to focus on specific types of dependencies that

encode aspects, distinguishing between the different functional uses of a word. For

example, we can find roles that are most relevant to a given aspect, rather than the

words that are generally related either by domain or by function.

2.3 Collecting a Cross-Cultural Data Set of Social Roles

The perception of a social role can be characterized by the descriptors or actions

that people associate with it. We created a data set by surveying a large and demo-

graphically diverse audience on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) about the aspects

they associate with different roles. Our survey task is similar to that of gathering word

associations, where survey participants are provided with a list of stimulus words and

are asked to provide the first word that comes to their mind [54, 76, 77]. However,

rather than asking for free-form associations, as done before, we added structure to

our prompts to induce responses that correspond to descriptive aspects. Specifically,

we asked survey participants to provide actions and descriptors for each stimulus role,
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given prompts such as What is a friend like? and What does a friend do?

Selecting Social Roles. Language abounds with the names of the many social

roles that people partake in, from common names (like mother or teacher) to less

common ones (like debtor or occultist). Here, we aim to curate a set of social roles

for annotation that meet three criteria: (1) occur with high frequency in text, (2)

appear in daily life, and (3) have relatively unambiguous words associated with them.

We detail the selection process next.

A large set of candidate social roles were selected using WordNet [78], a large

lexical database for English. WordNet provides an ontological organization of a word’s

meanings and contains a semantic network of how these meanings (i.e., senses) relate

to one another. In particular, WordNet specifies the hyponymy relationship between

senses that allows us to identify more specific meanings of people; for example, mother

and father are both hyponyms of parent. To get all potential social roles, we collected

the 8,654 words that are children of person in the hyponymy tree.

As WordNet contains many infrequent words, we extracted frequency counts for

each role from a large collection of blog data from India and the US, described in

detail in §2.5.1. We tagged each blog sentence with part-of-speech information, and

then counted the frequency of each candidate role occurring as a noun.

Finally, we analyzed the most frequently occurring candidate roles and identified

roles that occurred in blogs from both countries, that are generally unambiguous, and

are likely to be encountered in day-to-day life. For instance, we did not include queen

because most people are unlikely to interact with queens, and therefore descriptors

and actions are unlikely to reflect personal experiences. We also excluded ambiguous

roles such as official or director, since their attributes can change depending on the

context. Ultimately, the selection process resulted in a set of 49 social roles.

Crowdsourcing Setup. The descriptors and actions for each social role were col-
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lected through AMT English surveys2, targeted to individuals in India and the US.

We chose countries that were likely to differ in terms of cultural and societal norms,

but still have many English speakers to bypass translation issues. Each participant

was presented with five social roles and asked to provide three actions and three

descriptors for each role. Participants were also asked to indicate how often they in-

teract with the role and how positively they view those interactions. A demographic

questionnaire was included at the end of the each survey containing questions about

the respondent’s gender, age, level of education, ethnicity, and nationality. Responses

were collected from 200 participants from each country for each role. This resulted

in 600 actions and 600 descriptors collected for each social role, for each country.

To ensure answer quality, we included a spam-check question that asked for the

answer to an earlier question. This filtered out participants that responded without

reading the prompts. Built-in form restrictions prevented the submission of answers

that were given as examples, or empty answers. As a final check, we manually spot-

checked responses before accepting them, to make sure participants did not fill in

random words. We lemmatized all of the responses and for each given social role we

kept those responses that occurred five times or more as culturally-salient aspects of

the role.

Previous studies [79, 80] have shown that while Turkers tend to be younger and

more educated, it is possible for the data they supply to reflect aspects of the popula-

tion at large, such as ideology. The data we gathered serves as an additional resource

to complement existing cross-cultural resources, providing insight into cultural dif-

ferences pertaining to how social roles are perceived. Despite the potential skew in

demographics, we still find differences between the two countries, as detailed in later

sections.

Table 2.1 shows the top responses for a sample set of social roles.

2English is one of the official languages of India and the second most-spoken language behind
Hindi.
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Table 2.1: Top survey responses for societal role words.
Actions Descriptors

Role Word US India US India
mother care, love,

cook
care, love,
cook

loving, car-
ing, nurturing

caring, lov-
able, loving

baby cry, sleep, eat cry, play,
smile

loving, sweet,
kind

cute, inno-
cent, chubby

doctor diagnose, pre-
scribe, exam-
ine

treat, care,
cure

smart, intelli-
gent, helpful

caring, god,
helpful

policeman protect,
arrest, serve

arrest, pro-
tect, help

strong, brave,
helpful

strict, brave,
strong

student study, learn,
read, write,
work

study, play,
learn, read,
write

studious,
smart, young

obedient, in-
telligent, stu-
dious

politician lie, campaign,
speak, talk,
cheat

speak, vote,
lead, promise,
rule

dishonest,
greedy, cor-
rupt

powerful,
honest, influ-
ential

2.4 Demographic Variations in Social Roles

The characteristics associated with social roles in different countries can reveal

cultural similarities and differences. Many aspects are associated with a role regardless

of the underlying culture, such as a mother being caring and a policeman being

brave. On the other hand, doctors are more associated with preliminary actions in the

treatment process such as examine, diagnose and prescribe in the US, while in India

they are more associated with treatment results, such as treat and cure. Also, Indian

descriptors show a stronger perception of doctors as being caring, versus smart and

intelligent in the US. Additionally, US participants associate many negative aspects

with politician, reflecting the current political climate, while in India, the actions are

mostly associated with positive aspects.

Intra-group and Inter-group Similarities. We measure the agreement between

respondents within and across cultural groups. Given the set of response words for

a social role from a single held-out respondent, we determine whether any of these

responses match the most frequent response or any of the top 25 responses of the
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Table 2.2: Left: intra-group similarities (higher similarity indicates a more cohesive
group). Right: inter-group similarities (higher similarity indicates a less
distinct group).

Intra-group similarity Inter-group similarity
Demographic Primary Top 25 Demographic Primary Top 25

Descriptors
US-US 0.33 0.89 US-IN 0.19 0.78
IN-IN 0.24 0.76 IN-US 0.15 0.61

Actions
US-US 0.40 0.93 US-IN 0.35 0.90
IN-IN 0.40 0.89 IN-US 0.32 0.85

remaining respondents in the group. If so, then we consider this respondent in agree-

ment with the group. We define the agreement score as the ratio of participants

whose responses are in agreement with the group. Similarly, we measure the agree-

ment between each survey respondent in one group with the most frequent or top 25

most frequent responses from the other group.

The intra-group and inter-group analyses are shown in Table 2.2. From the intra-

group similarities, we can see that there is high agreement among both the top and

top 25 responses given by participants from the same country, with the US having

higher agreement in general than India. Overall, action responses are more cohesive

across the two countries compared to descriptor answers; we noted earlier that there

is more variation and subjectivity in regards to descriptors.

When we look at how much participants from one country agree with participants

from the other country, we find a much lower agreement for descriptors, both in terms

of primary response and the top 25 responses. For example, the similarity drops by

0.08 (from 0.40 to 0.32) between India-India and India-US for the most frequent

response for actions. We see the agreement drop in all cases when comparing intra-

versus inter-group similarity. We conclude that the agreement for actions between the

countries is comparable to the agreement within countries, implying that the actions

attributed to roles are more objective and universal.

Levels of Social Role Similarity Across Cultures. We closely examine how
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various roles are perceived differently across countries. To measure how similar a

role is between India and the US, we compute the cosine similarity between the

frequencies pertaining to the set of aspects resulting from the union of the responses

for that role for each country. Table 2.3 shows a sample of roles that display various

levels of similarity ranging from high to low in regards to their associated actions

or descriptors across the countries in question. We notice that soldier exhibits the

highest similarity level both for actions (fight, protect) and descriptors (brave, strong).

Actor, on the other hand, showcases a medium action-based similarity, as actors

in India regularly engage in dancing, unlike their US counterparts. Interestingly,

friend, despite its ubiquitousness as a social role, displays among the lowest scoring

action-based similarity. We note that in the US, friend is more associated with

communication-focused actions such as listen, talk, laugh, while in India, given the

more collectivist culture, people primarily think of friends in the context of being

helpful and caring.

Levels of Aspect Similarity Across Cultures. We further analyze the frequency

of aspect usage across roles to identify how predictive a given aspect is of a social

role. Table 2.4 aggregates the responses at the aspect level. We see that some actions

are highly predictive of a role. For instance, arrest occurs with police and vote

appears with citizen, politician roles in both countries. However, sacrifice occurs in

the action-focused answers for soldier in the US, while in India, mother and father

also trigger this response. Counsel also displays a divergent usage, in the US being

associated with lawyer, while in India, with priest. Similarly, descriptors also show

variations in their associations with roles. These range from a high similarity of 1

for religious (which always appears in the context of priest), to mid-range (0.46)

for obedient (which in the US caries a stronger meaning of loyal, and applies to a

hierarchical organization, e.g. army for soldier or country for citizen, while in India

it is more indicative of filial piety and the need to listen to one’s elders, whether as
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Table 2.3: Social roles exhibiting different levels of similarity (H(igh), M(edium),
L(ow)) between the US and India based on the differences between the
top 20 responses.

Similarity Role Score Top US aspects Top IN aspects
Actions

H
soldier 0.94 fight, protect, defend fight, protect, shoot

professor 0.91 teach, grade, lecture teach, guide, educate
mother 0.89 care, love, cook care, love, cook

M
girlfriend 0.77 love, kiss, listen love, care, help
policeman 0.77 protect, arrest, serve arrest, protect, help

actor 0.71 act, perform, pretend act, dance, perform

L
doctor 0.66 diagnose, prescribe,

examine
treat, care, cure

politician 0.59 lie, campaign, speak speak, vote, lead
friend 0.58 listen, talk, laugh help, care, play

Descriptors

H
soldier 0.89 brave, strong, loyal brave, strong, patri-

otic
writer 0.88 creative, imaginative,

smart
creative, imaginative,
good

mother 0.72 caring, loving, nurtur-
ing

caring, lovable, kind

M
researcher 0.62 smart, intelligent, cu-

rious
intelligent, knowl-
edgeable, brilliant

prisoner 0.60 angry, sad, guilty bad, criminal, guilty
friend 0.59 fun, loyal, funny helpful, caring, honest

L
farmer 0.44 strong, hardworking,

diligent
hardworking, poor,
helpless

judge 0.38 fair, powerful, smart honest, intelligent,
knowledgeable

politician 0.17 dishonest, greedy, cor-
rupt

powerful, honest, in-
fluential

a student, son, or daughter), to low (0) for committed (which in the US occurs in

prompts for wife and husband, while in India it appears in prompts for farmer).

Sentiment and Emotion in Social Role Perceptions. Social roles can evoke

a variety of emotional responses, such as feelings of authority, love, or even fear.

Viewed in aggregate, the aspects used to describe roles can potentially reveal which

emotional aspects of social roles are most important to a culture. Therefore, we
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Table 2.4: Aspects exhibiting different levels of similarity (H(igh), M(edium), L(ow))
between the US and India based on the differences between the top 20
responses.

Similarity Aspect Score Top US roles Top IN roles
Actions

H
arrest 1.0 police police
vote 0.99 citizen, politician citizen, politician
kiss 0.93 girlfriend, boyfriend,

mother
girlfriend, boyfriend,
husband

M
medicate 0.71 nurse doctor, nurse
sacrifice 0.61 soldier father, mother, soldier
forgive 0.51 priest friend, priest, mother

L
invent 0.15 engineer, chef, writer scientist, researcher,

engineer
meditate 0.0 — priest
counsel 0.0 lawyer priest

Descriptors

H
religious 1.0 priest priest
loving 0.96 mother, husband, wife mother, husband, sis-

ter
curious 0.91 tourist, researcher,

journalist
journalist, tourist, re-
searcher

M
wise 0.71 father, priest, profes-

sor
professor, teacher,
judge

loyal 0.65 friend, husband, wife friend, citizen, soldier
obedient 0.46 son, soldier, citizen student, son, daughter

L
faithful 0.15 wife, husband priest, secretary, chef
jovial 0.0 — politician

committed 0.0 wife, husband farmer

perform two analyses where we convert the actions and descriptions for each role

into their sentiment and emotion associations. For sentiment, we map each word

to its mean score in SentiWordNet [81] and then average across all the words for

each aspect of a role for its estimated sentiment score. For emotion, we repeat a

similar process with the NRC Emotion Lexicon [82]. This lexicon maps individual

words to a binary indicator of whether they have an association with each of the

eight Plutchik emotions [83]. Here, we compute the probability that an aspect word

for a role has an association with each emotion. We then average the sentiment and
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Figure 2.1: India and the US differ significantly in the sentiments of roles attributes
(left); indeed, AMT workers’ explicit sentiment ratings for each role were
highly correlated with inferred sentiments of their descriptors and actions
(right). Bars and shaded regions show 95% confidence intervals.

emotion-association probabilities across all roles.

For sentiment, Figure 2.1 shows clear differences between India and the US re-

sponses, with AMT workers from India using significantly more positive descriptors

about roles. No significant difference is seen for actions, though this is expected,

as adjectives (descriptors) typically carry more sentiment than verbs (actions); for

example, common sentiment lexicons like SentiWordNet [81] and OpinionFinder [84]

contain more adjectives than verbs, and adjectives have been shown to outperform

verbs as features in sentiment classification [85]. Examining AMT workers’ explicit

sentiment ratings for roles, we see that their ratings have high correlation with the

inferred sentiment, with Pearson’s r ranging from 0.51 to 0.61. This result suggests

that the inferred ratings are capturing representative attitudes but, crucially, that

roles’ aspect words convey more than the workers’ sentiment about the role.

The emotion trends, shown in Figure 2.2, reveal a more complex picture with

Indian respondents being more likely to use emotionally-associated language than

their US counterparts. This heightened emotionality occurs both for positive emotions

like trust, surprise, and anticipation, as well as negative emotions like disgust and

sadness. However, US respondents are more likely to evoke anger or fear; yet, these

emotions are the two least-frequently used in our data. While cross-cultural studies
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of emotion have shown differences between India and the US [86–88], these studies

have typically looked at specific settings such as childhood development, rather than

general attitudes; our data set provides a valuable new source of comparison.
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Figure 2.2: AMT answers’ emotions. The emotionality of actions and descriptors
across social roles shows clear cultural differences in how each is con-
ceived; plots show the probability of an action or descriptor using a word
associated with each emotion in the NRC Emotion Lexicon, with bars
showing 95% confidence intervals of mean probability.

2.5 Pilot Evaluation

We conduct two initial experiments to gauge how demographic-aware roles can be

predicted from descriptors and actions using textual data. We evaluate our models on

the task of predicting the most likely social roles for a given aspect. For example, if

we think of lovely, we want to identify the roles in each culture that are most strongly

associated with this descriptor. This enables us to underscore the particularities of

each culture, where some roles are associated with softer traits, while others with

stronger traits.

We take the top 20 aspects for each role from the survey responses of both countries

and combine them into a set of descriptors and a set of actions. Table 2.5 shows
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statistics pertaining to these aspects. For each aspect, the set of expected roles (i.e.,

ground truth) are the ones for which the aspect appears in the top 20 responses.

Evaluations are conducted on each aspect type separately. Our models rank the roles

for each aspect, which we compare with the expected roles. We report the precision

and recall at 5, averaged over the aspects. We also report Pearson correlation (which

is typical in word similarity tasks [89, 90]), as this gauges how accurate the model is

in arranging the roles in order of association with the given aspect.

2.5.1 Blogger Data Set

To train our models, we need to employ text written by authors whose demo-

graphic location is known. For that, we use a set of blogs written between 1999 and

2016 collected from Google Blogger [51]. We select those blogs that also contain loca-

tion information and only consider those with authors in India or the US. This allows

us to analyze the cultural differences between India and the US that may appear as

differences in the meaning and usage of roles. We filter out sentences with more than

150 words3 or with more than 25% non-English words4. The remaining sentences

are cleaned from HTML tags and truncated to the first 50 words. We then use the

Stanford CoreNLP library [91] to obtain dependency parses for the sentences in our

data set, as well as part-of-speech tags and lemmatized versions of the tokens. Only

lemmas that occur 5 or more times are considered.

Because the US blog data is roughly twice the size of the Indian blog data, we

balance the data by downsampling the US data to match the number of sentences in

the Indian data. Table 2.6 provides statistics of the resulting data set.

3Normal sentences are rarely this long, and upon manual inspection we found that these tend
to be malformed sentences.

4https://github.com/rfk/pyenchant
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Table 2.5: Statistics for unique aspect words given by survey responses.
Type US-only India-only Both All

Action 126 76 199 401
Descriptor 154 136 156 446

Table 2.6: Blog data statistics.
# Sentences # Tokens

US 17,476,527 348,479,631
US (balanced) 7,394,484 146,347,629
India 7,426,583 148,710,411

2.5.2 Computational Models to Predict Social Roles

We propose two computational models to predict social roles. The first model fo-

cuses on corpus statistics using dependency link counts, while the second uses neural-

network dependency-based word embeddings.

Dependency Link Count (DLC) We first look for the actions and descriptors that

engage in a syntactic relation with a role in a sentence as a way of modeling the way

people associate roles and their aspects. In order to extract role-aspect relations, we

leverage dependency parsing information.

Let us consider the following example: “The attentive policeman arrested the

perpetrators.” The dependency parse results in the following relations (the rela-

tions in which policeman appears in are italicized): det (policeman-3, The-1), amod

(policeman-3, attentive-2), nsubj (arrested-4, policeman-3), root (ROOT-0, arrested-

4), det (perpetrators-6, the-5), dobj (arrested-4, perpetrators-6).

The first three relations showcase scenarios where words appear with our target

role policeman. Since we are interested in finding descriptors for the target role, we

focus on the AMOD relationship (or adjectival modifier) where the role appears in the

source position in the dependency relation; to identify associated actions for the target

role, we utilize the NSUBJ relations (or nominal subject) where the role appears in

the target position in the dependency relation. Consequently, attentive is marked as
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participating in an AMOD relation, while arrested participates in a NSUBJ relation,

corresponding to descriptors and actions, respectively.

Word co-occurrence is used extensively to model relationships between words [92–

94]. Therefore, we rank the roles for an aspect according to how frequently they

co-occur in the link type corresponding to the aspect type.

Dependency Aspect Embedding (DAE) Neural word embeddings have proven

useful for a large variety of tasks [95–97]. Here, we make use of their representation

power, but aim to capture demographic-focused embeddings for social role aspects

in particular. Previous work has shown that dependency-based word embeddings

induce different word similarities [75], yielding more functional similarities, rather

than topical similarities.

Rather than training our embedding models on all dependency links, we consider

only the links that correspond to descriptors and actions. We train separate models

for the two different link types for each of the two countries. This yields four models

for: actions in the US, descriptors in the US, actions in India, and descriptors in

India. We use the Python Gensim Word2Vec library and use 300 latent dimensions

with negative sampling.

For a given aspect (a descriptor or action), we compute the cosine similarity

between the embedding pertaining to the aspect and the embedding pertaining to

each of the social roles. The roles are then ranked according to their cosine similarity,

where higher values imply a greater likelihood that the aspect is associated with the

role.

2.5.3 Evaluations & Discussions

Our experiments analyze models that are widely assumed to capture social infor-

mation [98] and we test the degree to which they are able to do so on a data set

designed with this information in mind. The results for the role prediction task are
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provided in Table 2.75. The columns represent the source countries of the survey

responses, used as the gold standard data for evaluation, while the rows indicate the

country of the blogs on which the models were trained. Bold values represent the

best performance, when comparing between model countries, for a given combination

of model type and gold standard evaluation.

The DAE model is able to achieve a higher recall for actions than the DLC model,

but otherwise the two perform comparably. Notably, these two models achieve equal

or better performance when the country of the gold standard responses matches the

one on which the model was trained. This implies that these models are picking up

the distinctive cultural features of the countries.

The gap between identical models trained on different countries is more pro-

nounced when evaluating on the gold standard US responses than on the Indian

responses. As English is not the primary language used by Indians, online users may

implicitly be conforming to Western societal norms.

We also noticed that implicit or common sense aspect assumptions, while appear-

ing in primary positions in AMT responses, were less likely to appear in the blog data,

and sometime did not occur at all. For instance, faithful is a top AMT descriptor for

wife and husband, but occurs very infrequently in the blog text. We also see this for

educated with professor and creative with musician. Blog data often contained as-

pects that were actually antonyms of the actions and descriptors provided as answers

by the respondents. For example, corrupt is among the most frequent descriptors

linked to policeman, as is estranged with wife and unwed with mother. This shows

that commonsense knowledge is often not expressed in text, as humans tend not to

state the obvious. Consequently, in the blog genre, one tends to express anomalous

behavior as it pertains to roles.

5Results for word association tasks are traditionally low, and our results are within the same
range as previous word association research [54].
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Table 2.7: Role prediction results for actions (above) and descriptors (below). Met-
rics: precision at 5, recall at 5 and Pearson correlation.

US India
Model P@5 R@5 Corr. P@5 R@5 Corr.

Actions
DLC

US 0.13 0.26 0.15 0.10 0.19 0.11
India 0.12 0.24 0.14 0.10 0.18 0.11

DAE
US 0.12 0.28 0.14 0.11 0.24 0.12

India 0.11 0.25 0.12 0.11 0.25 0.13

Descriptors
DLC

US 0.12 0.20 0.13 0.09 0.14 0.07
India 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.09

DAE
US 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.08 0.18 0.08

India 0.09 0.17 0.09 0.09 0.18 0.09

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a new data set of social roles and the associa-

tions they trigger in terms of actions and descriptors in two cultures (US and India).

We showed that there are differences in the perceptions associated with the roles,

with actions showcasing less variability and descriptors exhibiting a wider variation.

Furthermore we analyzed the way roles are associated with various sentiment and

emotional dimensions. We further used the data set we collected to conduct pilot

evaluations focused on predicting social roles. Both our corpus-statistics and embed-

ding dependency-based models show a stronger predictive ability when the train and

test set culture match, indicating that there are indeed cultural differences that can

be automatically accounted for in our models. The dataset introduced in this chapter

is publicly available at http://lit.eecs.umich.edu/downloads.html

We have shown that it is possible to extract and predict people’s attitudes towards

social roles using data that is not focused on social roles. This implies that people’s

attitudes are exhibited through their language even in seemingly unrelated contexts.

Further, straightforward applications of natural language processing techniques were

unable to yield the desired information, showing that there is room for improvement

in computationally modeling people’s implicit characteristics, such as their attitudes.
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CHAPTER III

Predicting Donation Behavior By Extending

Sparse Text

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter1, we further explore how we can infuse computational language

models with implicit information from the world at large. We shift our focus to

predicting behaviors and address the problem of expanding sparse textual content

to increase the accuracy of data-driven prediction tasks. We evaluate the use of

word embeddings and lexicons within the context of a donation behavior prediction

task, where we classify potential donors as either likely or unlikely to donate. We

perform several comparative experiments and analyses, and show that our methods

to automatically enhance sparse textual data significantly improve the predictive

performance on this task.

Over the past three decades, data-driven learning has made great strides and

brought significant progress across many disciplines, ranging from computer science

and information sciences, to psychology, astronomy, economics, and many other sci-

ence or humanities fields. While many of the most recent learning strategies assume

the availability of a large amount of data, there are still many applications that only

1This work was published in the Computer Speech and Language journal in 2020 and done with
guidance from Rada Mihalcea and Dragomir Radev.
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benefit from limited amounts of data. Among these, we often deal with datasets

that include only small amounts of textual information that, because of their size

and limited vocabulary, end up not contributing as much as they could to the overall

learning process.

In this chapter, we explore the question of whether we can enrich sparse textual

content inside categorical datasets, to bring into the learning framework additional

information that is implied by the text but not explicitly stated. As an example,

consider a dataset that includes a text field whose value for one of the instances is

the word “computer.” Typically, such categorical features are used “as is” and are

weighted and used alongside other features, depending on the learning framework.

However, aside from being a string of characters, the word “computer” implies “an

electronic device for storing and processing data,” has associations with other words

such as “data,” “hardware,” “software,” and so forth. In this chapter, we present

several methods for automatically enriching categorical fields in a dataset where the

categorical elements can also be treated as text. Our goal is to improve data-driven

predictions, so we perform comparative evaluations that allow us to learn what text

expansion techniques work best.

Specifically, we primarily ask our questions in the context of a donation prediction

problem, where we use a dataset consisting of the profiles of university alumni who

have previously donated, as well as alumni who did not make any donations, and

attempt to predict for a new instance whether they are likely to donate or not. We

also consider the task of gender prediction on a dataset of blog profiles to determine

to what extent our methods can be applied to other datasets.

The amount of textual data available in both datasets is limited in terms of both

quantity and variety; each piece of text is a few words at most, and the category

definitions restrict the vocabulary. Yet, it can still be quite useful. For instance, a

“CEO” is more likely to donate than a “clerk”, or a “senior” employee is more likely
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to donate than a “recent graduate.”

We explore four different strategies for extending sparse text, including two lexicon

generation methods, and two embedding methods that are influenced by domain

knowledge. Using features obtained from these methods, we build models that predict

whether someone is likely to donate, and compare their performance with baseline

models that do not make use of such additional features.

The chapter makes two main research contributions. First, we address the ques-

tion of whether we can effectively augment text fields in a dataset by leveraging

information specific to the target domain, and show that with such textual expansion

strategies we can significantly improve over a baseline that does not make use of this

additional information. Second, we compare several different models for extending

sparse text in datasets, including methods that rely on information drawn from (a)

the database itself; or (b) external resources, and gain new insights into what methods

lead to the highest performance improvements. We seek to answer these questions

using the donation prediction task, where we rely on a dataset that has information

on previous donors including limited free-form text, and show the role played by dif-

ferent text expansion strategies to improve the effectiveness of our predictive model.

We also show that these methods can apply to other cases by evaluating on a second

task and dataset.

3.2 Related Work

Our task is related to the classification of short texts, which is challenging because

the text is typically sparse and do not provide much word co-occurrence information.

In contrast to standard free-form short-text datasets, such as tweets from Twitter,

our categorical text is not only short but also restricted in content. For instance, the

set of academic majors available at a particular university only contains text from

the names of the majors.
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Unfortunately, the bulk of recent machine learning methods assume the availabil-

ity of large amounts of varied data, but there exist many ways of tackling machine

learning without this. Hand-built lexical resources have been used extensively in

natural language processing tasks like word-sense disambiguation ([99]), sentiment

analysis ([100]), and short text classification ([101]). Text embedding methods allow

models trained on one domain to be adapted to new domains that have little data.

We focus on lexical resources and embedding methods as they are two of the

most straightforward and commonly used methods for text classification tasks. In

this section, we overview the work that has been previously done on these related

directions.

3.2.1 Lexical Resources

Lexicons have been used extensively in sentiment analysis tasks ([102]). There are

many manually created sentiment lexicons such as the NRC Emotion Lexicon ([103]),

MPQA Lexicon ([104]), and Bing Liu Lexicon ([105]). General lexical resources have

been adapted to the domain of sentiment analysis as well. For instance, SentiWordNet

([106]) extends WordNet ([107]) such that each group of synonyms in WordNet, a

manually-created lexical database, is tagged with three sentiment scores: positivity,

negativity, objectivity. These lexical resources are very useful but manual efforts to

create them are costly and time-consuming ([103]), requiring experts or crowdsourced

annotators. This has inspired great interest in automatically inducing sentiment

lexicons.

Much work has been focused on Twitter, a microblogging website with hundreds

of millions of users from around the world. User-generated text is always short, as

tweets are limited to 280 characters. Mohammed et al. ([100]) construct a sentiment

lexicon for Twitter based on calculating how closely a word is associated with positive

or negative sentiment. A word’s association score is calculated using the pointwise
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mutual information (PMI) between the word and a seed set of hashtags, such as

#good and #bad.

Many other lexicon induction methods use label propagation to build sentiment

lexicons from a seed set of words ([108, 109]). Typically, a lexical graph is built, where

each word or phrase is a node and edges represent the similarity between two nodes.

Then, propagation methods are used to determine the sentiment of each node, given

the sentiment of an initial set of nodes.

Most of these lexicons are built for large, general domains like Twitter. However,

the sentiment of a word depends on the specific domain in which it is used. Recent

work builds domain-specific sentiment lexicons using label propagation methods and

domain-specific corpora ([110]).

Lexicons are also used for many tasks outside of sentiment analysis. For instance,

LIWC, a general lexicon, is used to quantitatively analyze content in tasks ranging

from personality prediction ([111, 112]) to deception detection ([113]).

3.2.2 Text Representations

There are numerous ways of representing text for computational processing, most

of which transform text into a numerical vector. These vectors ideally embed impor-

tant characteristics of the text, such as the semantics.

Classical representations of text include bag-of-words (BOW), where a body of

text is represented as the set of words that compose it, and latent semantic analysis

(LSA) ([94]), where the representation is derived from the factorization of a term-

document occurrence matrix.

Recent text embedding methods such as Word2Vec ([114]) and GloVe ([69]) are

able to capture semantic relationships such as “man is to woman as brother is to

sister.” A particular type of the Word2Vec model, skip-gram with negative sampling,

has been shown to be implicitly factorizing a word-context matrix ([115, 116]). There
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have been many extensions of these methods that embed larger bodies of text such

as sentences, paragraphs and entire documents ([114, 117]). A downside of neural

embedding models like Word2Vec is the prerequisite of large amounts of training data.

For instance, the pre-trained Word2Vec vectors released by Google were trained on

part of the Google News dataset, containing about 100 billion words.

Representations for sets of words such as phrases and sentences can be constructed

by linearly averaging the embeddings of the constituent words. This has remained a

strong feature or baseline across many tasks ([118–121]).

3.3 Predicting Alumni Donations

We conduct our exploration in the context of a donation prediction task, in which

we attempt to determine the likelihood of an alumnus/alumna to donate, based on

the limited background data available for that person. This is not a straightforward

task. Previous studies on alumni donations ([122–124]) found that there are many

different contributing factors to alumni giving, including having the capacity to give,

extracurricular involvement during the time at the university, and the prestige of the

university.

We use the dataset described in this section. The ground truth is extracted from

the alumni donation history, where those who have donated $10,000 or more to a single

fund are designated as having donated, and those who have not donated anything

to any fund are designated as not having donated. The resulting set of alumni has

a much greater number of non-donors than donors. There are 31,780 non-donors,

as compared to 655 donors, which allow models to achieve 98% donor classification

accuracy by simply classifying all samples as the majority class. Sampling methods to

balance classes are commonly used when working with imbalanced data. We therefore

create a balanced dataset by including all of the 655 alumni who donated more than

$10,000 and randomly sampling an equal number of those who donated nothing.
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Name Educational Professional

Amanda
Alamns

MSE in Electrical Engineer-
ing - 2000

Electrical Engineer, Senior Project
Engineer, Principal Systems Engineer

Bob Beustton BS in Economics - 2000 Financial Analyst Trainee
Claire Carshter BS/Teaching Certificate in

Elementary Education - 2000
Elementary School Teacher, CEO of
EduStartup

Table 3.1: Fictitious Alumni Examples

In all of our experiments, we use 10-fold cross validation, resulting in training and

test set sizes of 1179 and 131 respectively for each split. We use a logistic regression

model with L2 penalties and a regularization parameter C of 1.0 in all cases.2

3.3.1 What Makes a Donor?

We want to be able to predict whether a person will donate from her personal

and professional attributes. Let us consider the fictitious alumni in Table 3.1 (real

examples could not be used due to privacy agreements). Amanda Alamns graduated

with a graduate degree in engineering and has steadily climbed the ranks in her

professional career. From her position in her career, we can infer that she has the

means to donate. Bob Beustton, on the other hand, has somehow remained a trainee

for over a decade. It is unlikely that he will make any donations for the time being.

Lastly, we have Claire Carshter. If we look solely at her educational history and first

job, it appears unlikely that she would donate; the teaching profession is not known

for its lucrative opportunities. However, we see that she then proceeded to start her

own company. She appears to be a successful individual and is probably more likely

to donate because she has the means to do so. Additionally, perhaps her experience

at the university helped inspire her to pursue entrepreneurship.

2We also obtained results using an SVM classifier, but obtained results and trends similar to
those obtained from a logistic regression model. We therefore show results only for the regression
model.
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3.3.2 Data Description

The work in this chapter is based on a database of alumni information maintained

by a large, public Midwest university. We call this dataset Donor Information (DI).

In addition, we also have a dataset of public LinkedIn profiles for a subset of the

alumni who are in DI. The DI dataset contains each alumna’s donation history along

with her educational history while at this particular university.

An alumna’s educational history contains her major, graduation year, degree level

(e.g. Bachelor’s level, Master’s level, Doctoral Level), and degree type (e.g. BS, MD,

PhD). Every record in the LinkedIn dataset contains all job titles and companies listed

on the corresponding LinkedIn profile. In our experiments, we only consider the most

recent three job titles and companies. We consider the degree level, degree type,

degree major, and the most recent three job titles and companies as text fields that

are used both as categorical features and as input for the textual feature methods.

There are 56,259 people who appear in both the DI and LinkedIn datasets; we

focus on this subset of alumni. Of this set, approximately half have donated some

amount. However, many donations are on the order of a few dollars. Therefore, we

further hone in on those alumni who have donated more than $10,000 to a single

fund.

To represent a person, we extract categorical features such as major, recent job

titles, gender, and age, among others. To focus our results on the effects of textual

enhancement, we use only the categorical features that can also serve as textual

features. Each instance in our dataset is then represented as a feature vector that

encodes all of the categorical features by concatenating one-hot embeddings of each

feature. Table 3.2 lists all the features that are available in the dataset.
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Source Features

DI age, gender, graduation year, degree levelT , degree typeT ,
degree majorT

LinkedIn city, state, country, most recent three job titlesT , most re-
cent three companiesT , NAICS number

Table 3.2: Dataset features (text fields are marked with T )

Figure 3.1: Percentage of population who donated for obtained degree levels at several
donation amount thresholds.

3.3.3 Qualitative Analysis

To gain further insight into the data, we conduct several qualitative analyses of

the backgrounds of donors. We first look at the percentage of people who donate at

different degree levels, shown in Figure 3.1. Of the different degree levels, a much

higher percentage of those with professional level degrees are donors. This is consis-

tent across different donation amount thresholds. The donor statistics of the other

degree levels are consistent with the overall statistics, across the entire population.

We further look at different types of professional level degrees, which are comprised

of various medical and law degrees. The five professional degree types with the highest

percentages of donors are shown in Figure 3.2. We see that Juris Doctor degrees (J.D.)

and Doctor of Medicine degrees (M.D.) are among the top five, which is consistent

with the correlation lexicons that we automatically generate, as described in the next
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Figure 3.2: Percentage of population who donated for obtained professional degree
types at several donation amount thresholds.

section.

Medical residencies (Med. Res.) and medical fellowships (Med. Fellowship) occur

much less than J.D.s and M.D.s in our dataset, which could have contributed to their

lack of representation in the lexicons.

We also look at the number of popular majors across different departments. We

see that those who studied law consistently donated more than the others across

the different donation thresholds. We also see that education majors have a higher

percentage of donors than other popular majors shown in Figure 3.3. This could

be because those who choose to pursue education are more philanthropic by nature,

wanting to teach and help others without the promise of a high salary.

Finally, we analyze the industries that donors work in. We obtain the high level

industry sectors by only using the first two numbers of the NAICS code in each profile.

We then manually selected a few sectors to show in Figure 3.4. The health care sector,

with a NAICS code of 62, includes doctors, dentists, and others who provide health

care and social assistance. People from this sector have the highest percentage of

donors among those shown across donation thresholds, which is in line with what we

have seen in the analysis so far. The technical and scientific field also seems to have
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Figure 3.3: Percentage of population who donated for obtained majors of study at
several donation amount thresholds.

Figure 3.4: Percentage of population who donated for industry sectors at several do-
nation amount thresholds. The finance sector includes jobs in banking
and insurance. The entertainment sector includes jobs in the arts and
leisure activities. Scientific jobs entail professional, scientific, and techni-
cal services. Jobs in the education sector include teachers at all levels of
education, such as elementary and secondary schools and colleges. The
health care sector includes physicians, dentists, and others who provide
health care or social assistance.

a higher percentage of donors, which could stem from the fact that they have the

means to give.

3.4 Text Expansion using Domain-Specific Knowledge

A core hypothesis of our work is that the sparse text that is available in many

sources of data, such as our alumni dataset, can still hold much useful information. To

make the sparse text useful, we can augment the text with additional information by

using natural language processing methods that leverage knowledge about the target

domain drawn from within or outside the dataset.

We explore four main methods, described in detail below: (1) word embeddings

obtained from a domain-specific corpus; (2) correlation lexicons that aim to identify
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from within the dataset additional words that are indicative of donations; (3) lexicons

induced starting with a few seeds and using external corpora and graph propagation;

and (4) domain-specific distance representations, reflecting the semantic similarity

between the textual features and a set of domain-specific seeds.

All of these methods are illustrated, and later evaluated, using the donation pre-

diction task and associated dataset described above.

3.4.1 Domain-specific Embeddings

Unsupervised methods for learning word embeddings represent one of the most

recent successes in word representations ([69, 125]). As a first method to expand the

text fields we thus use word embeddings.

We construct a corpus of articles that discuss philanthropy-related topics from the

New York Times that we will refer to as the NYT Philanthropy News corpus. We use

their API3 and collect 8,525 articles dated from January 1981 to March 2017. The

final corpus includes 57 million words, with a vocabulary of 94,623 words. Of those,

only the words that occur five times or more are considered during the training of the

GloVe model; 32,324 such words exist in the corpus.

We create a set of word embeddings using the GloVe embedding model ([69])

trained on this philanthropy-focused news corpus. We chose to use GloVe as it was

shown to have better performance on several word representation and word similarity

tasks ([69, 110]). We use 300 dimensions for the embeddings, as is standard practice4.

For each text field in the dataset, we take the constituent words. The embeddings

for all of the words from every text field are then averaged to form a feature vector.

3https://developer.nytimes.com/
4We use the author-provided code for GloVe at https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe. All

parameters are left as default other than the embedding size.
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3.4.2 Correlation Lexicons

Previous work has shown that domain-specific lexicons can be effectively used to

induce features for prediction tasks. Specifically, our method is inspired from previous

work on sentiment analysis, where a lexicon of positive and negative words generated

specifically for Twitter was found to bring significant improvements ([100]). We adapt

their method to our task, and generate a lexicon of words that are specific to the task

of donation.

Using pointwise mutual information (PMI), as done in ([100]), we measure the

strength of association between each word in the dataset and the labels of donation/no-

donation. The words are drawn from all the textual fields, consisting of the degree

levels, degree types, degree majors, job titles, and job companies. Note that the cor-

relations are calculated only from the training data. Specifically, given a word W , we

calculate its PMI score as:

PMIScore(W ) =PMI(W,donated)

−PMI(W,nondonated)

[3.1]

where the PMI(W, class) for any of the two classes is calculated as:

PMI(W, class) = log
p(W, class)

p(W )p(class)

To create the lexicon, we first calculate the PMIScore for each of the words

included in the text fields in the dataset, as described in Section 3.3.2. We then rank

the words in decreasing order of their score, and select the top 30 with the assumption

that the words that have the highest score are most strongly correlated with the class

of donation. Table 3.3 shows the top 10 words from a generated lexicon.

Using the PMI lexicon, we generate 30 binary features, one for each entry in the

lexicon. We set the value of each feature to 1 (0), reflecting the presence (absence) of
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Sample words

Top 10 (donation) educational, partner,
m.d., j.d., ceo, profes-
sional, board, law, owner,
managing

Table 3.3: Sample words from the PMI lexicon

the feature in any of the text fields.

3.4.3 Seed-Induced Lexicons

The third method we consider is to generate a lexicon starting with a few seed

words and expanding the set of words using a label propagation algorithm on a lexical

graph. We use the SentProp method introduced in ([110]), which was originally

proposed for the task of building a lexicon for sentiment analysis.

We first manually build two sets of seed words, associated with philanthropic

tendencies and the lack thereof, respectively. Table 3.4 shows these seed words.

Seed words

Donation donation, endowment,
investment, charity, gen-
erosity, benefaction, giver,
grantor, donor, donator,
benefactor, benefactress,
endow, sponsor, backer

Non-donation miserly, stingy, unchari-
table, ungenerous, frugal,
selfish, skimping, scrimp-
ing, tightfisted, closefisted,
parsimonious, inhospitable,
greedy, cheap

Table 3.4: Seed words used to generate the SentProp lexicon

We then build a weighted lexical graph using the words from the text fields in

the dataset, as well as all of the seed words. Each word is connected to its nearest

10 neighbors by using a measure of cosine similarity applied on word embedding
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representations for each word that is present in both the dataset vocabulary and the

trained word embeddings. We use GloVe embeddings, following the original SentProp

implementation.

The donation and non-donation labels are then propagated through the graph

using a random walk method. Finally, a word’s donation score is calculated as the

probability of a random walk from the corresponding seed set hitting that word. In

our experiments, we try lexicon generation using both generic pre-trained GloVe em-

beddings5 as well as GloVe embeddings that we train on the NYT Philanthropy News

corpus. They perform comparably; we only show results using the latter embeddings.

To create the final lexicon, we take only the words that have a donation associ-

ation score higher than 0.7. We chose this threshold heuristically; lower thresholds

introduced noisy words and higher thresholds excluded many words that appear in

the dataset. Sample words from the resulting lexicon are shown in Table 3.5. As with

the PMI lexicon, we create a feature for each of the lexicon words, and set its value

as 1 (0) depending on whether the feature is present (absent) among the words in the

text fields.

Sample words

NYT GloVe based contributor, giving,
investor, management,
banking, mutual, ven-
ture, institutional, profit,
corporate, philanthropy,
market, cash, asset,
hedge, managed

Table 3.5: Seed-induced lexicon entries using label propagation on graphs

5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Source Features

Baselines
DI degree level, degree type, degree major
LinkedIn most recent three job titles, most recent three companies

Text expansion features
DomainEmbed 300-dimension GloVe embeddings trained on the donation

corpus, averaged over all the words in the text fields
CorrelLex 30-word correlation lexicon generated from training data

(text fields in both DI and LinkedIn); one feature for each
lexicon word, reflecting presence/absence among words from
text fields

SeedProp Seed-induced donation lexicon using label propagation on
a lexical graph formed by using pretrained GloVe embed-
dings; one feature for each lexicon word, reflecting pres-
ence/absence among words from text fields

SeedSim Semantic similarity between the text fields and the 15 do-
nation seeds, using cosine similarity between pre-trained
GloVe embeddings; one feature for each of the 15 donation
seeds

Table 3.6: Summary of features

3.4.4 Seed-Similarity Embeddings

Finally, as an alternative to the previous seed-induced lexicon method, we also

consider a method that measures the semantic distance between the words in the

text fields and the donation seed words. The hypothesis behind this method is that

we can circumvent the need for a domain-specific corpus by measuring the distance

between a small set of domain words and the text fields.

We use the same seed set as listed in Table 3.4 (row Donation). We use the

pre-trained GloVe embeddings with 300 dimensions. For each seed word, we find

the maximum cosine similarity score between that word’s embedding and each of the

word embeddings from the text fields. The result is a feature vector that reflects

these maximum similarity scores, and is the same length as the seed set.
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3.5 Results and Discussion

We evaluate the performance of the donation prediction task described in Section

3.3 using the original features available in the dataset, as well as expanded feature sets

obtained with the four text expansion methods described above. Table 3.6 summarizes

the features we use, described in the previous sections.

The top part of Table 4.6 shows the results obtained with the two baselines (DI

features, and DI combined with LinkedIn features), while the bottom part of the

table shows the results obtained when augmenting the top performing baseline with

the various text-expansion features. We combine features by concatenating their

feature vectors. This combination method has been shown to work well in many

applications ([114, 126, 127]).

Statistical significance over the DI+LinkedIn baseline is calculated using the Mc-

Nemar two-tailed test. We used an alpha value of 0.05.

Source Accuracy

Baselines
DI 68.8%
DI+LinkedIn 76.8%

Text expansion features
DI+LinkedIn+DomainEmbed 81.3%∗

DI+LinkedIn+CorrelLex 80.1%∗

DI+LinkedIn+SeedProp 78.5%∗

DI+LinkedIn+SeedSim 77.2%

Table 3.7: Donation prediction results using text expansion methods. Results with ∗

are statistically significant compared to the DI+LinkedIn baseline system.

Among the four text expansion methods, the correlation lexicons, domain-specific

embeddings, and seed-induced lexicon result in significant improvements over the

baselines as seen from Table 4.6. The seed-similarity embedding features also bring

small improvements, but they are not found to be significant.

To gain further insight into the performance of these models, we perform several
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DI+LinkedIn +SeedSim +SeedProp +DomainEmbed +CorrelLex
DI+LinkedIn 1.0 0.90 0.83 0.56 0.63
+SeedSim 1.0 0.83 0.57 0.63
+SeedProp 1.0 0.56 0.66
+DomainEmbed 1.0 0.68
+CorrelLex 1.0

Table 3.8: Pearson correlation coefficients among the output of the four models and
the baseline. Each model includes the DI and LinkedIn categorical features
with the specified additional single feature type.

additional analyses and evaluations, which we describe next.

3.5.1 Model Correlation

First, we measure the correlation between the output produced by the top baseline

model (DI+LinkedIn) and by the four different methods considered. Table 3.8 shows

the Pearson correlation between all the pairs of two models. As seen in this table,

most of the models are medium correlated, which indicates there is some overlap

between the predictions they make. The models that are most divergent from the

baseline are the correlated lexicons (CorrelLex) and the domain specific embeddings

(DomainEmbed), which is also reflected in the higher performance of these models

(see Table 4.6). The highest correlation is found between the model that measures the

similarity with the seed set (SeedSim) and the model that performs label propagation

on a lexical graph starting with the seed set (SeedProp); their high correlation is likely

a reflection of the dependence of these two models on the same seed set.

3.5.2 Classification with Less Distinguishable Classes

We also perform an evaluation for a classification task where the division between

donors and non-donors is less clear. Specifically, we again consider all the alumni who

donated $10,000 and above as donors, but now we consider alumni who donated any

amount below $10,000 as a non-donor. The non-donors are randomly sampled from

the instances corresponding to people who donated less than $10,000. Table 3.9 shows
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Source Accuracy
DI 66.5%
DI+LinkedIn 72.6%
DI+LinkedIn+DomainEmbed 75.3%*
DI+LinkedIn+CorrelLex 75.6%*
DI+LinkedIn+SeedProp 73.3%
DI+LinkedIn+SeedSim 73.9%

Table 3.9: Classification results when non-donors include alumni who donated any
amount below $10,000. Results with ∗ are statistically significant compared
to the DI+LinkedIn baseline.

the results obtained during these evaluations. As expected, all the results are lower

than the ones obtained during the earlier evaluations. In this more difficult setup,

the use of correlation lexicons and domain embeddings continues to bring consistent

improvements over the baseline.

3.5.3 Influence of Seeds on Sentprop Lexicon

We analyze the effects of changing the seed words used for SentProp by looking

at the overlap between our original lexicon and the new lexicons generated using

different seed words. To highlight the effects of different donation words, we change

the donation words to be entirely different from those used in our experiments, but

maintain the topic of donation among the words. For each of the three different

donation word sets, the non-donation words remain the same as those used in our

experiments. To understand the influence of the non-donation words, we also choose

a set of random words as non-donation words. For this, we retain the same set of

donation words as used in our experiments. The chosen words are shown in Table

3.10.

For these different sets of seed words, we generate lexicons with SentProp on the

NYT Donation corpus at two different association score thresholds. We measure the

overlap between the new lexicons and the original one used in our experiments by

calculating their Jaccard similarity and overlap coefficient. For two sets of words, X
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and Y, we have

Jaccard(X, Y ) = |X ∩ Y |/|X ∪ Y |

and

Overlap(X, Y ) = |X ∩ Y |/min(|X|, |Y |).

The new lexicons corresponding to altered donation words (Set 1, Set 2, Set 3),

generated at an association score threshold of 0.7, contain many more words that are

not related to philanthropy. The large size of the lexicon is indicative of this. This

could be a result of the seed words not being as unambiguously tied in topic as the

original set of seeds. However, the overlap coefficients are close to 1, showing that the

original lexicon words are present in the new lexicons. This implies that the donation

topic was still captured, but with much more noise.

We raise the association score threshold to filter out the less relevant words. Over-

all, the lexicons resulting from Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3 still maintain much overlap

with the original lexicon. Set 2’s lexicon has a much lower overlap coefficient than

Set 1 or Set 3. This is likely because Set 2’s donation seeds contain words like “kind”

and “charitable” that have more ambiguous meanings.

Interestingly, having random non-donation words does not greatly perturb the

captured topic of the lexicon. All words generated also appear in the original lexicon.

Additionally, the number of words is actually smaller than the original set. This

may be because having random non-donation words encourages SentProp to choose

words that are unambiguously related to the donation words. There is a separation of

the donation topic from effectively all others, rather than from just the non-donation

topic. This is desirable in applications where we are primarily interested in generating

a lexicon related to one theme, rather than two polar themes, as is the case here.
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Seed Words Donation Non-donation

Set1 contribution, gift, funding, foun-
dation

miserly, stingy, uncharitable,
ungenerous, frugal, selfish,
skimping, scrimping, tightfisted,
closefisted, parsimonious,
inhospitable, greedy, cheap

Set2 kind, supporter, charitable, pa-
tron

Set3 contribution, gift, funding, foun-
dation, kind, supporter, charita-
ble, patron, compassionate

NegRand donation, endowment, invest-
ment, charity, generosity, bene-
faction, giver, grantor, donor, do-
nation, benefactor, benefactress,
endow, sponsor, backer

cattle, evanescent, vague, jit-
tery, trade, grade, excited, sig-
nify, clear, toad

Table 3.10: Different sets of seed words used for SentProp. Sets 1-3 retain the same
set of non-donation words as used in the experiments, but with different
donation words. NegRand retains the same set of experiment donation
words, but with random non-donation words.

Seed Words (Threshold) Lexicon Size Jaccard Sim. Overlap Coef.
Set1 (0.7) 897 0.14 0.95
Set2 (0.7) 1667 0.08 1.00
Set3 (0.7) 929 0.13 0.95

NegRand (0.7) 49 0.37 1.00
Set1 (0.8) 37 0.17 0.65
Set2 (0.8) 126 0.21 0.35
Set3 (0.8) 48 0.21 0.65

NegRand (0.8) 0 0.00 0.00

Table 3.11: Number of words, Jaccard similarity, and overlap coefficients for different
sets of seed words at different association score thresholds. Jaccard simi-
larity and overlap coefficient are calculated with respect to the generated
lexicon used in the experiments. The original generated lexicon has 132
words.
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3.5.4 Error Analyses

To better understand the performance of our methods, and where and when they

fail, we perform several error analyses. Specifically, since the job related information

from LinkedIn was the most varied, and therefore the area that could benefit the

most from our text expansion methods, we mainly focus our analyses on how well our

features understood LinkedIn information. We have anonymized the examples below

by excluding names and modifying job titles to be generic.

Categorical features were not able to understand complex or non-standard job

titles such as “Director of Major, Planned, and Special Gifts”, “Senior Director of

Major Gifts”, or “CEO of A Philanthropic Trust”. These particular job titles are

highly indicative of philanthropic tendencies, but the categorical-only DI+LinkedIn

model classified these individuals as non-donors. The categorical model also was

not able to correctly detect people working in known high-pay fields because of non-

standard titles. For instance, one donor is a “Pulmonary Specialist”, which is a type

of doctor. From our data (Figure 3.4), we can see that health care professionals are

the most charitable individuals. However, the categorical model was unable to make

the association between “Pulmonary Specialist” and the health care profession.

The embedding features helped find such associations. The “Pulmonary Special-

ist” was found to be a donor by the model that incorporated embedding features.

It was also much better at detecting individuals with advanced career positions such

as “Senior Vice President”, “Strategic Advisor”, and “Executive Director”. While

these titles may seem obvious, there exist many variations on advanced titles, such

as “Managing Director”, “Principal Advisor”, and “Creative Director”. Embedding

features implicitly help the model understand that positions like these are indicative

of donors, without explicitly having a list of such titles. However, the embeddings

were not good at distinguishing between those who had a single position indicative

of a donor and those who had a history of such positions.
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The correlation lexicon features focused on finding individuals that held multiple

indicative positions. For example, some of the donors that were correctly identi-

fied only by including CorrelLex each had at least three advanced career positions.

One was a “Senior Counselor”, “CEO”, and “Founder”; another was a “Senior De-

velopment Officer”, “Consultant”, and “President”; and yet another was a “Senior

Manager”, “Chief Operating Officer”, and “Senior Clinical Manager”. These results

follow the fact that the generated correlation lexicons from Table 3.3 seem to mainly

focus on high income or advanced titles. However, this misses people who are phil-

anthropic but do not necessarily hold traditional advanced positions.

Some of the donors that were correctly identified only by using SeedProp had titles

such as “Head of Police Board”, “Workplace Learning Specialist”, “Program Direc-

tor/Scholarship Manager”, or worked at foundations. These careers involve public

service, interacting with people, and being in environments that are geared towards

philanthropy. SeedSim produced similar results, though the detected associations

were limited to very explicit indicators, such as someone being an “Evangelist”.

3.5.5 Evaluation on Other Datasets

We also want to determine to what extent our methods can be applied to other

datasets. Although there are public donation records available at crowdfunding sites

such as Kickstarter.com and DonorsChoose.org, there is usually little information

revealed about the donors themselves beyond what they have donated to.

We therefore evaluate our proposed text expansion methods on a different task:

gender classification on a dataset of blog profiles collected from Blogger.com. Previous

work has shown that it is possible to detect demographic information such as gender

from writings and social media content [128–131].

Bloggers can choose to fill in information, such as gender, occupation, and inter-

ests, on their profile page. We use a set of 76,971 profiles that have both gender and
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Source Features

Blogs gender, interests,T , occupationT , city, state, country,
introductionT , moviesT , musicT , booksT

Table 3.12: Blog dataset features (text fields are marked with T )

Source Accuracy
Blogs 70.6%
Blogs+DomainEmbed 83.3%*
Blogs+CorrelLex 75.6%*
Blogs+SeedProp 72.0%*
Blogs+SeedSim 74.5%*

Table 3.13: Gender prediction results on blog profiles. Results with ∗ are statistically
significant compared to the Blog baseline.

interests listed and are in the USA. The full set of features is listed in Table 3.12. We

classify each blogger as male or female based on the information available on their

profile.

Our text expansion features are replicated for gender in this setting. The domain

embeddings are trained on the blog dataset. The correlation lexicon is generated from

the training set of blog data. Gender-based seed words are used for SeedProp and

SeedSim. The results are shown in Table 3.13. All of the text expansion methods

improve significantly over the baseline categorical method, with the domain embed-

dings (DomainEmbed) yielding the highest performance. These results demonstrate

that our methods can be successfully applied to other datasets.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we explored whether we can enhance sparse textual content to

improve data-driven predictions using the task of alumni donation behavior predic-

tion.

We introduced a dataset of alumni donations, and we qualitatively analyzed the
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donations and the backgrounds of the donors to highlight the differences between the

backgrounds of donors and non-donors as well as the patterns of donations attracted

by different academic departments.

We used four different methods of expanding sparse text, including lexicon gen-

eration methods and text embedding methods. We evaluated these methods on the

task of predicting whether someone is likely to donate, and compared with baseline

models that do not make use of any textual features.

We showed that we can classify alumni who exhibit large donation behavior from

non-donation behavior with an accuracy of up to 80%. We also showed that the

enrichment of sparse text through the extraction and use of textual features does

benefit model performance when predicting donation prediction. Our domain-specific

embeddings and correlation-based lexicon consistently improved over the baseline

models that only use categorical features. We also showed that our methods can be

successfully applied to other sparse-text datasets.
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CHAPTER IV

Understanding Personal Change Behavior Using

Social Media

4.1 Introduction

Many people aim for change, but not everyone succeeds. While there are a number

of social psychology theories that propose motivation-related characteristics of those

who persist with change, few computational studies have explored the motivational

stage of personal change. In this chapter1, we investigate a new dataset consisting of

the writings of people who manifest intention to change, some of whom persist while

others do not. Using a variety of linguistic analysis techniques, we first examine the

writing patterns that distinguish the two groups of people, looking at what topics

they discuss, their writing style, and the emotions they express. Drawing on these

characteristics, we then build a classifier to identify the people more likely to persist,

based on their language. Our experiments provide new insights into the motivation-

related behavior of people who persist with their intention to change.

People aim for personal change at different points in their lives [132]. A glance at

a list of top-selling books readily yields self-help manuals whose content ranges from

1The work in this chapter was aided by input from Rada Mihalcea and help from two under-
graduate students, Xueming Xu and Yiwei Zhang. This work was presented as a poster at the 2020
International Conference on Social Informatics.
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implicitly motivating (“Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” [133]) to explicitly

calling for action (“Lean In” [134]). However, simply wanting change is not sufficient

to achieve change. Persistence through the process of pursuing personal change is

important for actual change to happen, and changes rarely happen overnight. Often,

research on behavior change focuses on understanding what makes people commit-

ted to regular or increased action, such as exercise [135], or refraining from certain

actions such as not overeating [136] or not smoking [137]. An ever-growing number

of technological tools, such as food diary apps and wearable activity trackers, have

emerged to help monitor and motivate healthy behavior [138, 139]. Regardless of the

tools that they use, if someone is not ready for change yet, the intervention is likely

to fail [140].

Stage-based models of intentional behavior change posit that people progress

through a sequence of two stages [140, 141]: motivation and volition. In the ini-

tial motivation stage, a person develops an intention or goal to act. A person’s

intention to adopt better behavior depends on factors such as: risk perceptions, or

the belief that one is at risk of a negative outcome (e.g. “If I keep procrastinating,

I’ll fail all my classes.”); outcome expectancies, or the belief that behavioral change

would improve the outcome (e.g. “If I can have a more consistent daily routine, I

will be more successful at work.”); and perceived self-efficacy, or the belief that one

is capable of doing the desired actions.

In this chapter, we seek to understand the characteristics of people who are in

the motivation stage of behavior change, and how they talk about behavior change.

Traditional behavior change tactics focus on convincing people to take action without

consideration for what happens during the lead up period [140]. Insight into how

people act during these earlier stages can help us better understand their needs and

inform interventions, such as recommending social media content that exemplifies

healthy approaches to self-improvement. They can also help predict later behavior
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and persistence using early signals.

4.1.1 Research Questions

We explore how we can computationally model change-seeking behavior and dis-

tinguish between those who maintain persistent interest in personal change during

the motivation phase and those who do not. People often turn to social media to

express their thoughts and emotions, which provides a rich data source for studying

their perceptions and thoughts [142].

We address our research questions using a dataset consisting of the writings of 536

people from an online community focused on self-improvement (the Reddit community

r/getdisciplined). In this dataset, we identify those who post frequently and those who

post infrequently to identify persistent and non-persistent commitment to change. We

analyze the topics, linguistic style, and expressed emotions of the posts authored by

the persistent and non-persistent groups of people. Specifically, in this chapter, we

address three main research questions:

1. What are the aspects of life that people want to improve?

2. What linguistic style do people use to signal their persistent interest in self-

improvement?

3. How does persistent interest in self-improvement reflect in the emotions that

authors express?

Using the features tested in the three separate analyses, we are able to classify

persistently and non-persistently active authors with over 60% accuracy, even when

using the posts that authors write prior to joining r/getdisciplined. Considering both

the descriptive and predictive analyses, our findings indicate that persistent interest

in change can be signalled by early changes in behavior in online discussions.
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4.2 Related Work

Behavior Change. Personal and behavioral change have a long history in the

field of psychology [143]. Improving health behaviors motivated much work in areas

like smoking cessation and increasing physical activity. However, work on under-

standing how to encourage positive change has expanded to cover countless areas,

like decreasing crime [144], increasing environmentally friendly behavior [145], and

enhancing overall well-being [146]. This previous work has shown that many factors

can influence an intervention’s efficacy, a person’s willingness to change, and which

strategy to choose for a given person [147]. Further, an intervention’s efficacy may

change based on where a person is in their process of change. Different stages in the

process can be correlated with different levels of attitudes, such as risk perception or

self-efficacy [148]. Such attitudes capture a person’s estimate of their ability to per-

form and succeed in challenging situations and are often reflected in the actions that

people choose to take or not to take later in later stages [149–151]. Several theories of

behavioral change delineate stages of change and advocate for interventions tailored

to each stage [140, 148].

Self-Improvement in Online Communities. In recent years, many have

turned towards online communities and platforms, such as Reddit and Facebook,

to help them make positive personal changes. The anonymity available in online dis-

cussions helps combat fears of stigma or lack of understanding [152]. This relative

freedom of expression enables researchers to analyze how people seek help through

online channels and what they seek [153]. People join online communities to obtain

support from those with similar experiences [154], to ask for guidance and resources

[155], and to seek accountability [156]. Such support can lead to higher perceived

self-efficacy [157].

However, as noted by prior work in behavior change, the type of help needed can

be highly dependent on one’s personal characteristics and situation. In our work, we
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seek to better understand this using Reddit. There has been considerable effort spent

on learning about people’s demographic attributes from social media posts [158].

Work has also targeted internal attributes, such as personality and value, which can

be more difficult to extract but can provide richer features for downstream tasks [159].

However, few have studied general intentional personal change efforts based on social

media posts. We tackle uncovering the underlying linguistic characteristics of those

who maintain persistent interest in self-improvement.

4.3 Data

We focus on a Reddit community called r/getdisciplined, where people seek and

give advice about how to achieve life goals and build better habits. This commu-

nity boasts over 768,000 members as of March 2021 and is one of the largest self-

improvement subreddits on Reddit. Whereas most self-improvement groups target

specific behaviors or goals, such as exercising, losing weight, dieting, or improving

mental health, this subreddit targets improving general mental habits. For instance,

people ask questions such as “How do I relearn doing things just for fun?” and “How

do I stop caring about people and craving their attention?” as opposed to questions

that are more specific to activities like “Tips for increasing strength in arms?” or

“How do I eat properly?”

Each submission, or original post that is not a comment, must designate the intent

of the post using a set of specific tags. One can seek advice ([NeedAdvice], [Question]),

give advice ([Advice], [Method]), facilitate discussion and accountability ([Discussion],

[Plan]), or talk about r/getdisciplined overall ([Meta]). Most submissions seek advice

from the community and tend to discuss fundamental issues such as procrastination,

lack of motivation, and time management. A sample of submissions are shown in

Table 4.1.

From the submissions, we can see clear distinctions between people who seek help.
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Post

I am a chronic procrastinator without any hope... do you know any drastic measures
that might help me turn my life around? I have been procrastinating intensely for
pretty much my whole life. It just seems to be a part of my personality at this point.
I tried many things but I could never handle it. I have been mildly depressed for a
long time now and have no belief in myself whatsoever.

How do you balance Parkinson’s Law with producing quality work? I often find
myself spending a lot of time on tasks, and I recently read about Parkinson’s Law
from Tim Ferriss’ 4 Hour Workweek. The law states that a project or task will
expand to fill the time you have allotted to it. It obviously takes a lot of time and
hard work to produce something of quality, whether it be music, writing, etc. How
do you stave off Parkinson’s Law while still producing something of quality?

Table 4.1: Sample [NeedAdvice] posts from the r/getdisciplined subreddit.

In the first submission, the author expresses that they think a negative trait, procras-

tination, is probably a set part of their personality and that they do not believe in

themselves, resulting in expression of negative emotions (“mildly depressed”). On the

other hand, the second submission seeking advice does not make any self-deprecating

statements and asks only for productivity tips (“producing quality work”). This im-

plies that they believe in their ability to change their habits with guidance. Across

all submissions, it is clear that the writers have made concerted efforts to understand

their own behavior.

We focus on people who join r/getdisciplined and then become active during a

period of five months, from 2017/1 to 2017/5. These are people who had an initial

intent to change which turned into continued engagement and persistent intent.2 We

categorize people as persistently active in the subreddit, or persistent, if they have

posted at least four or more times in the given five months.3 Only people who

have posted in three unique months before and after the target period, respectively,

are considered. This pre-processing ensures that there is sufficient data for analysis

before, during, and after each person’s participation in r/getdisciplined. We then

randomly sample an equal number of non-persistent people, or people who have

2Data collected using http://pushshift.io
3This number of posts is the 90th percentile among people who posted during this time.
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Data Summary

Total Number of Users 536
Posts from r/getdisciplined 6010
Posts from other subreddits 336455

Table 4.2: Summary statistics about the dataset, such as the number of users and
posts.

posted only once in the 5 months, with the same requirement for posts before and

after. Table 4.2 shows the number of users and posts in our dataset. The total number

of users, including both persistent users and a random sample of non-persistent users,

is 536.

4.4 Characteristics of Persistent Interest in Change

We address the study’s questions about persistence in personal change by an-

alyzing the discussed topics, the linguistic style, and the expressed emotions in

Reddit posts. We analyze both their general behavior on Reddit prior to joining

r/getdisciplined as well as their initial behavior within r/getdisciplined. Investigating

how people act before joining r/getdisciplined helps us learn about the mental or

behavioral patterns that indicate a higher likelihood of their intent to change their

behavior. As a complement to prior behavior, an individual’s first post indicates how

they are approaching behavior change.

4.4.1 What Are the Aspects of Life that People Want to Improve?

We uncover the particular areas of life that people seek to improve and their

prevalence in discussion. We use topic modeling techniques to uncover the areas

of interest that people discuss in their online posts, both within and outside of the

context of personal change.

Participation in Subreddits. The subreddits, or Reddit communities, in which

a person posts shows the general topics with which they engage. We therefore calcu-
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User type Top Subreddits

Persistent Advice, DotA2, EliteDangerous, Fitness, GameStop, GlobalOffensive-
Trade, LifeProTips, MakeupRehab, MarvelPuzzleQuest, RWBY, ar-
gentina, aww, conspiracy, cowboys, explainlikeimfive, fantasyfootball,
hearthstone, me irl, personalfinance, photography, relationships, sum-
monerschool, wow

Non-
persistent

BigBrother, CFB, CringeAnarchy, DeadBedrooms, HelloInternet, IAmA,
NoMansSkyTheGame, NoStupidQuestions, OutreachHPG, Roadcam,
SquaredCircle, SubredditDrama, WTF, Warframe, baseball, bjj, cars,
casualiama, nottheonion, skyrimmods, skyrimrequiem, slatestarcodex,
smashbros

Both AdviceAnimals, AskMen, AskReddit, Jokes, MMA, Overwatch, Show-
erthoughts, The Donald, funny, gaming, gifs, leagueoflegends, mildlyin-
teresting, movies, nba, news, nfl, pcmasterrace, pics, pokemon, poke-
mongo, politics, soccer, television, todayilearned, videos, worldnews

Table 4.3: Top 50 subreddits prior to joining r/getdisciplined for persistent and non-
persistent users respectively, divided into those that correspond to only
one group and both groups. Subreddits relevant to self-improvement are
bolded.

late how frequently each user posts in every subreddit, considering only the subreddits

that receive 10 posts in aggregate by users that we observe. We consider only the

posts made by the users before their first post in r/getdisciplined.

We show the top 50 subreddits for persistent and non-persistent users prior to join-

ing r/getdisciplined in Table 4.3. We can see that persistent individuals are active in

a number of topic-specific self-improvement subreddits, such as Fitness, LifePro-

Tips, and personalfinance. Non-persistent individuals participate in many more

gaming subreddits, i.e. related to leisure rather than self-improvement. Both groups

post in popular subreddits like AskMen, AskReddit, and funny; the prevalence

of “ask-X” related subreddits suggests a level of open-mindedness to change that one

would expect of people potentially committed to change.

Topics of General Discourse. To gain further insight into the topics that

motivated people engage with, we turn to topic modeling. Latent topics can group

concepts that overlap between subreddits and ones that differentiate posts in the

same subreddit. We use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [160] to discover
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topics in our dataset. LDA takes a set of documents, D, which each contain a sequence

of words, and outputs a set of latent topics that make up the documents. We treat

each post as a document d and consider all posts made by our target users in the six

months prior to joining r/getdisciplined.

To choose the number of topics for the LDA model, we train models on the gen-

eral posts made prior to r/getdisciplined with k = 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and then manually

inspect the resulting topics and their constituent words to evaluate intra-topic coher-

ence and inter-topic separation. To do this, for each value of k we look for resulting

topics whose words seemed to primarily be related to one topic, as well as having a

lower number of overlapping words between topics. We intentionally keep to a smaller

number of topics since we qualitatively found that increasing the number of topics

past 30 led to much lower coherence. We choose the 30-topic LDA model for our

analysis and later classification experiments. Using the resulting model, we examine

the content of user posts pre-r/getdisciplined.

In Table 4.4, we show a subset of topics and label them through a manual inspec-

tion of the top words associated with the topic from the LDA model (e.g. “school”,

“college”, and “classes” correspond to the topic labeled “Education”). We note the

topics that differ significantly across posts made by persistent and non-persistent

users before joining r/getdisciplined. We see that persistent users talk more about

education, indicating pre-existing interest in a common area of self-improvement. On

the other hand, non-persistent users discuss music, politics, and Reddit more, which

are general or leisure interests that may be less related to one’s personal life.

Topics of Interest in Self-improvement. The topics that people discuss in

general on Reddit differ greatly from those that are discussed in a focused subreddit.

To hone in on the content specific to r/getdisciplined, we train another 30-topic LDA

model using all the posts made in r/getdisciplined between 2016/1 to 2020/2.

We represent each initial post with the distribution of topics that it contains,
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Feature P NP P-NP
1st post
Studying 0.072 0.037 0.036*
Routines 0.114 0.085 0.028
Productivity 0.062 0.073 -0.011**
Mental Health 0.102 0.105 -0.002
Time 0.165 0.118 0.047*
Goals 0.086 0.071 0.015
Encouragement 0.021 0.049 -0.028*
Habits 0.129 0.083 0.046
Conversation 0.046 0.102 -0.056*
Work 0.130 0.125 0.005
Prior six months
Music 0.092 0.093 -0.002**
Relationships 0.213 0.180 0.033
News 0.147 0.148 -0.001*
Finance 0.172 0.186 -0.014*
Politics 0.133 0.180 -0.047**
Gaming 0.164 0.188 -0.024
Education 0.228 0.189 0.039**
Reddit 0.102 0.122 -0.019**
Automobiles 0.112 0.133 -0.021*
Family 0.314 0.300 0.014

∗ − p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ −p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ − p < 0.001

Table 4.4: Mean distributions of topics among posts for persistent (P) and non-
persistent (NP) users, as well as the differences between them (P-NP).
Statistical significance is determined using a two-sided T-test, with the
Benjamini-Hochberg Procedure applied to control for multiple hypotheses
testing.
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1st post Prior 6 mon.
Feature P NP P-NP P NP P-NP
Linguistic Features
Readability -9.800 43.002 -52.802*** 49.163 52.971 -3.807
Post Length 96.276 47.522 48.754*** 40.572 34.548 6.024**
Emotions
Anticipation 0.124 0.108 0.016 0.115 0.115 0.001
Disgust 0.031 0.024 0.007 0.044 0.044 -0.001
Sadness 0.045 0.042 0.003 0.067 0.066 0.002
Trust 0.109 0.090 0.019 0.135 0.133 0.003
Surprise 0.032 0.033 -0.000 0.054 0.054 -0.000
Anger 0.038 0.029 0.009 0.059 0.066 -0.007*
Negative 0.116 0.103 0.014 0.131 0.138 -0.007
Joy 0.060 0.062 -0.002 0.098 0.095 0.003
Fear 0.059 0.047 0.013 0.070 0.073 -0.003
Positive 0.210 0.199 0.011 0.226 0.216 0.010

∗ − p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ −p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ − p < 0.001

Table 4.5: Mean feature values of linguistic and emotion features in posts from persis-
tent (P) and non-persistent (NP) users, as well as the differences between
them (P-NP). Note that the differences for different measures are on differ-
ent scales. Statistical significance is determined using a two-sided T-test,
with the Benjamini-Hochberg Procedure applied to control for multiple
hypotheses testing.
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according to this LDA model. In Table 4.4, we again show a subset of topics and

note those that differ significantly between the two groups of users. Persistent users

discuss studying and academics more than non-persistent users, as well as time and

time management, showing interest in longer-term shifts in how to go about their

life. Non-persistent users engage in more words of encouragement and conversation,

perhaps trying to establish connection with the community to increase the likelihood

of helpful responses. They also speak about productivity more than persistent users,

which is indicative of asking for straightforward productivity tips to solve immediate

problems (e.g. “What apps can I use to help with work?”), rather than tackling

longer-term change (e.g. “I really want to gain some discipline and self control. I

would appreciate advice!”).

4.4.2 What Linguistic Style Do People Use to Signal their Persistent

Interest in Self-Improvement?

Patterns in how people express themselves through language can potentially tell us

about how they think. Linguistic style has been shown to reflect numerous behavioral

characteristics such as personality [161], and intent [162]. We look at the length of

each post, taking the number of words contained in the post as a feature. We also

consider each post’s readability as defined by its Flesch Reading Ease score [163]:

higher scores indicate longer average word length and sentence length, which implies

more difficulty in reading. We compute these two scores for each post and use these

two values as features in our predictive models. As before, we analyze the posts of

persistent and non-persistent users both prior to posting in r/getdisciplined and in

their first post in the subreddit.

General Linguistic Style. We show the average post lengths and Flesch Read-

ing Ease scores for the prior posts of persistent and non-persistent users in Table

4.5. Persistent users tend to have longer posts than non-persistent users, which could
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indicate a more committed writing style (e.g., explaining all necessary details of a

situation when posting). In contrast, the two groups’ posts do not differ much in

readability.

Self-Improvement Linguistic Style. Next, we look at the average post lengths

and readability scores of initial posts in r/getdisciplined (Tab. 4.5). In contrast

to the pre-joining posts, persistent users write significantly longer posts and lower

readability, indicating more complex posts. Initial posts that ask for help without

self-deprecation, such as the second post in Table 4.1 can include many details about

the situation at hand so that others can offer pertinent advice.

4.4.3 How Does Persistent Interest in Self-improvement Reflect in the

Emotions that Authors Express?

The third research question considers trends in emotional expression among people

seeking motivation for change. Emotions can signal attitude towards one’s intended

behavior change. For instance, someone who believes that success is based on innate

ability or who expects that they will fail at difficult tasks will probably shy away from

goals that require large effort [164]. On the other hand, those who believe success

results from hard work or believe in their own ability to tackle challenges may be

more persistent in their efforts [165].

To analyze such trends, we use the NRC Emotion Lexicon [100, 103], which con-

tains English words and their associations with positive and negative sentiment as

well as eight basic and prototypical emotions [166]: anger, fear, anticipation, trust,

surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust. Complex emotions, such as regret or gratitude,

can typically be viewed as combinations of these basic emotions. The lexicon contains

14,182 general domain words, each of which can be linked to multiple emotions.

Emotions in General Discourse. Building on our previous observation about

the prevalence of emotional words, we now compare the rate of use among persistent
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and non-persistent people. We compute the total proportion of emotions expressed

for each person by averaging the counts of emotion words used across the person’s

posts. Comparing the persistent and non-persistent people, we found that most of

the emotions are equally found in posts by both groups. However, non-persistent

users express more anger in general, which may indicate a tendency to be more easily

discouraged when faced with difficulty in everyday situations.

Emotions of Self-improvement. We use the same emotion lexicon to extract

the expressed emotions in each initial post to r/disciplined. The expressed emotions

in first posts that do not differ significantly between persistent and non-persistent

users (Table 4.5). However, we see that there is a general trend among everyone of

expressing positive sentiment, anticipation, and trust, which signals that they are

hopeful with respect to self-improvement and are open to discussing problems and

solutions. There is also negative sentiment, which can indicate dissatisfaction towards

their current situation and therefore desire to change.

4.5 Predicting Persistence in Change

Our analyses have identified that the people who persist in their self-improvement

efforts exhibit consistent linguistic differences in topics, writing style, and emotional

expression, versus those who do not persist. As a natural next step, we ask whether

we can leverage these characteristics to automatically distinguish between these two

groups. We set up a prediction task to determine whether a user is likely to become a

persistent or non-persistent user on r/getdisciplined by considering: (1) their language

use within six months prior to their initial post on r/getdisciplined; (2) their language

use in their first post; and (3) their combined language use within the six months

prior and their first post on r/getdisciplined.

To provide more fine-grained semantic representation of the post language, we

also construct word embeddings [125] from the text of each post, using word2Vec
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embeddings pre-trained on news text.4 Word embeddings are useful in capturing fine

differences between words, such as differences in sentiment valence between similar

words (e.g. “good” vs. “great”). For each initial post in r/disciplined, we average

the word embeddings of each word in the post to generate a per-post embedding. To

represent prior posts, we average the per-post embeddings for all posts of each user

from the six months prior to joining r/getdisciplined. For readability, we also include

an aggregate readability score based on a number of different readability metrics, in

addition to the Flesch score used earlier.5

We compare the performance of classifiers that use different combinations of the

linguistic features that we have shown to correlate with persistent behavior. Our task

is the binary prediction of whether a user will continue to engage (persistent user)

or leave after an initial post (non-persistent user). The experiments are performed

using SVM classifiers [167] and evaluated using 10-fold cross validation.6 Since our

dataset is balanced, both the random and majority class baselines correspond to an

accuracy of 50%.

We present the results in Table 4.6, with classification performance shown for each

feature set derived from a user’s prior behavior, their first post in r/getdisciplined,

and the combination of all features. Using all features, our models are able to achieve

an average accuracy of over 60%. This shows that people who persist with change

can be distinguished from those who do not, even before they commit to change by

posting in r/getdisciplined. That said, the models that use only features from each

user’s initial post in r/getdisciplined yield the highest performance overall. This is

in line with previous work showing that the initial posts that someone makes in a

conversation can reliably predict future outcomes, such as whether a debate will derail

[168] or a user will remain loyal to a community [169]. Moreover, someone’s first post

4https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
5https://pypi.org/project/textstat/
6We used the SVM classifier, with default parameters, as applied in Scikit-learn: https://

scikit-learn.org
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Features Acc Prec Rec F1
1st post
Readability 0.61 0.59 0.72 0.65
Post Length 0.60 0.57 0.83 0.67
Emotionality 0.54 0.54 0.57 0.55
W2V 0.60 0.64 0.46 0.53
LDA 0.58 0.59 0.53 0.56
Combined 0.62 0.59 0.79 0.67
Prior six months
Readability 0.53 0.52 0.63 0.57
Post Length 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.57
Emotionality 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.51
W2V 0.56 0.55 0.58 0.57
Subreddits 0.55 0.54 0.62 0.58
LDA 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.61
Combined 0.55 0.55 0.59 0.57

All 0.61 0.58 0.77 0.66

Table 4.6: Prediction results for binary classification of persistence in
r/getdisciplined. Metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score.

encapsulates how they approach self-improvement such as whether they think it is

possible or is an insurmountable goal, which is reflected in their language use.

4.6 Discussion

The readability of a user’s initial post appears highly indicative of their future

engagement level. As shown previously in Section 4.4.2, persistent users tend to have

lower readability in initial posts than non-persistent users. This could be because

they come with the intention of engaging with the subreddit, and therefore devote

more time to their introductory post hoping for a similar reaction of engagement

from the forum. Post length is also a strong signal for our models both when we’re

considering only each user’s first post as well as their prior posts on Reddit. Similar

to the readability feature, one possible explanation is the higher engagement with

the community through longer posts. Users having longer posts prior to joining

r/getdisciplined indicates a more consistently personal style of extensive writing and
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engagement, and therefore more willingness for self-disclosure.

The emotionality features provided some signal for the model, but were not as

helpful as our other features. However, emotionality features derived from the 1st

post resulted in higher recall than those derived from the prior six months, which

could indicate that there is more expressed through emotion in the 1st post than in

general text.

Prediction performance was consistently high when using word embeddings, which

shows that the latent semantic information in embeddings is helpful. However, it is

not significantly better than the other top features, indicating that there is room

for improvement in representing more subtle linguistic information such as intent or

attitude.

Topical content features derived through LDA were among the best performing

features for activity from the prior 6 months, while a user’s subreddit activity history

was less predictive. The subreddits in which someone participates might be too

coarse-grained for our task, whereas topic models can better capture the fine-grained

behavior that relates to self-improvement and mindset.

Our results demonstrate how people with persistent interest in personal change act

differently from those who do not maintain persistent interest. Our analyses showed

that those with persistent change intent had higher prior engagement with topics that

foster personal change, such as education. This kind of behavior represents a form of

gathering information related to the intended form of change. Information gathering

is an important aspect of a person’s reflecting and considering their motivation for

potential future change [148]. In addition to topics, we revealed differences in linguis-

tic style between the two groups of people. Persistent users tended to have longer

initial posts with lower readability.

Implications for Tailored Interventions We can use our findings and further

work to tailor behavior change interventions towards people with different charac-
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teristics. Those characterized with lower persistence may be in an earlier behavior

change stage, necessitating a different approach than those in later stages [147]. For

example, a social intervention could consist of a community moderator, or persistent

community member, being paired with a likely non-persistent member (based on lan-

guage use) to encourage them to stay committed to their goal [170]. Alternatively,

a community-based intervention system could automatically recommend posts from

persistent people, for the non-persistent people to read as a way to learn how to

approach change in a healthier way [171].

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the behavior of users from an online community,

r/getdisciplined, as a proxy for measuring persistent intent towards personal change.

By analyzing user behavior prior to and immediately after joining the community, we

showed quantitative differences between users who sustained intent towards general

self-initiated change versus those who did not. Those who have persistent intent

tended to engage more with change-oriented topics such as education even prior to

expressing explicit intent to change.

We then leveraged these linguistic characteristics to build predictive models that

were able to automatically distinguish people who continued engagement in r/getdisciplined

and sustained their intent for self-improvement from those who did not continue, even

before their first post.

Our results provide actionable insight for research areas that investigate behavior

change. Understanding the underlying mechanisms associated with persistence in

change can support the development of new approaches to help people change for the

better.
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CHAPTER V

Forecasting Donation Behavior By Surfacing

Attitudes Towards Donation Interests

5.1 Introduction

Understanding and predicting user behavior from their digital traces is important

for many applications, such as recommender systems [172], information filtering [173],

or dialogue agents [174], as well as numerous behavioral interventions in healthcare,

education, economics, and more. Prior research efforts have modeled user interests

to understand or predict future behavior such as purchases [175] or click-through

likelihood [176], using signals like engagement with social media content or purchase

history.

Traditional approaches to user behavior prediction use machine learning models

that make use of input features in a linear fashion. These models, including the

more advanced neural network architectures, assume that individual data samples are

provided one at a time, and are mainly independent of one another. Example user

modeling approaches include using recurrent neural networks to encode the behavioral

history of each user [177] or linearly aggregating different parts of a user’s background

and behavior, such as their demographics and online posting patterns [178]. Such

approaches do not take full advantage of the relations between entities; for instance,
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two products in one’s purchase history may be different but still be related to one

another; or two users may have interests that are seemingly diverse, but which have

some degree of similarity. Richer input representations that incorporate such relations

can improve the performance of downstream machine learning models used to predict

user behavior.

Graph models are a prominent way of representing relational information between

entities. In particular, knowledge graphs have been used widely in the context of rec-

ommender systems. For example, one can construct a knowledge graph consisting

of clothing brands and items and retrieve the most relevant or similar items to rec-

ommend to a user based on their most recent clothing purchase [179, 180]. Further,

interactions between users and entities can also be included in the graph, such as

clicks or purchases. Such a graph and its resulting node embeddings can better cap-

ture the relations between entities that arise from the aggregate behaviors of all the

users.

However, these relations still only come from explicitly observed interactions like

someone clicking on one entity and then also purchasing another entity, or multiple

people co-clicking or co-purchasing the same entity. In many contexts, the resulting

knowledge graph is sparse, as there is an absence of many co-occurring user-entity

interactions due to factors such as a very large number of entities, or users having on

average a very low number of interactions. As such, the learning models applied on

these sparse graphs can be lacking.

In this chapter1, we explore user behavior prediction by using text-aware graph

representations. We conduct experiments in the context of university alumni do-

nations. We model alumni donation behavior through text and graph-based repre-

sentations and evaluate our methods by predicting how likely a potential alum will

donate to specific charitable funds. We conduct our experiments using the history of

1The work in this chapter was aided by input from Rada Mihalcea and help from Xueming Xu,
Yiwei Zhang, and Ian Stewart.
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donations and university engagement newsletters of a large Midwest public university.

We start by building a graph representation of alumni and associated entities,

such as academic majors, university funds, and articles in engagement newsletters.

Alumni actions, such as donating to a fund or clicking on an article in an engagement

newsletter, are represented as edges connecting an alumni node with a fund or article

node. Node embedding representations derived from this graph are thus capturing

how different funds or engagement articles are related with respect to the alumni who

donated to or clicked on them. We then use this graph to predict the likelihood of an

alum to donate to a given charitable fund.

Specifically, this chapter makes the following two main research contributions.

First, we propose a graph framework to represent and predict user behavior, and

show that it improves significantly over a linear representation that does not incor-

porate relational information. Second, we show how this graph representation can be

further enriched with implicit links drawn using semantic connections between the

textual information associated with the graph entities, leading to additional perfor-

mance improvements in user behavior prediction. Overall, through experiments on

a large alumni donations dataset, we demonstrate the effectiveness of using graph

representations enhanced with implicit information for the purpose of user behavior

prediction.

5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 Combining Graphs and Text

Graph models and knowledge bases are commonly used in a wide range of tasks.

However, given the nature of dealing with discrete entities and relations, they can

suffer from incomplete coverage or difficulty reasoning over entity relationships.

Advancements in representation learning on graphs have proven helpful in predic-
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tive tasks, such as link prediction [181], node classification [182], and node retrieval

or recommendation [183, 184]. Many methods build embedding representations of

graph nodes [185] derived from the graph’s link structure, using adjacency matrix

factorization methods [186] or random walks [187].

Work has also been done towards creating text-aware graph embedding models.

Methods include representing an entity through a text embedding of the entity name

[188] and jointly learning embeddings for entities and words [189, 190].

In this chapter, we leverage node embedding methods to build continuous vector

representations of university alumni and charitable funds, and show that they improve

over text-based representations.

5.2.2 Predicting User Behavior

Much research has focused on predicting future user behavior based on user char-

acteristics or prior behavior. Types of predicted behavior spans a wide spectrum,

including what online content someone will consume [191], what types of everyday

activities someone does [192], and whether someone will persistent in personal im-

provement efforts [193].

In the space of charitable giving, much prior work has targeted identifying factors

behind why people choose to make monetary contributions. These factors include

socio-demographic and personality characteristics such as age, level of education,

income, agreeableness, and empathy [194–197]. In our context of university donations,

prior work has looked predicting how likely it is for an alum to donate a substantial

amount of money based on their educational and professional background [198]. While

this shed light on signals of individual capacity and general inclination to donate, this

did not look at which specific causes donors choose to give to.

There is substantially less insight into which specific charitable causes donors are

likely to choose. Studies have primarily focused on giving among one or two types
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of charities, such as secular and religious causes [199], or international and national

causes [200, 201]. mainly based on surveys [202] asking people to recount their recent

donations and describe personal dispositions such as values [203], empathy [204], and

beliefs about the cause [205]. Most such studies are limited in the number of donors,

donations, and charities observed.

In this chapter, we model donor behavior and donation choices using a large

dataset of donations to different causes, connected with known histories of donor

interactions with engagement efforts that indicate personal interests.

5.3 University Alumni Dataset

We conduct our experiments on a dataset of alumni information maintained by a

large, public university in the Midwestern region of the United States. Each alum is

tied to their educational history; we primarily use their major during their highest

level of study at the university. The language used in the data is English.

We focus on those who have donated any amount back to their alma mater and

who have also engaged with engineering alumni online newsletters, which are typically

distributed by email on a regular basis. We have 2 years of newsletter content from

January 2018 to March 2020, accompanied by the interaction history of alumni. The

interaction history consists of when and how many times a click occurred, as well as

what article was specifically clicked in the newsletter.

Likewise, we also have a history of donations that individual alumni have made

to various causes at the university. Given our focus on those who have engaged with

newsletters, the corresponding history of donations for these alumni span between

January 2015 to June 2020. We show statistics about entities in our dataset in Table

5.1.
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Entity type Number

Alumni 5883
Funds 1644
Articles 283
Majors 251

Table 5.1: Statistics of entities in the alumni donation dataset.

Fund Name Fund Description

Engineering Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Initiatives

This fund helps provide a vibrant and inclusive climate,
which leverages our strengths, broadens our perspectives
and paves the way for innovation.

Engineering Student
Emergency Fund

This expendable fund supports the emergency needs related
to the health, safety and well-being of our Engineering stu-
dents, especially during the current coronavirus pandemic.

Jane Doe Dance Scholar-
ship Fund

This endowment provides scholarship support for under-
graduate dance majors.

Table 5.2: Examples of funds and descriptions.

5.3.1 Donation Funds

At this university, alumni typically donate to funds with designated purposes.

For instance, the “Engineering Student Emergency Fund” supports emergency needs

related to the well-being of Engineering students. They have a title and an optional

textual description of the fund’s purpose. Examples of funds and their descriptions are

shown in Table 5.2. We see that fund descriptions can range from short and generic

to lengthier and more detailed. Similarly, titles can also range in their descriptiveness

of the fund’s purpose.

The set of all funds span different schools and countless initiatives. In this chapter,

we consider only the 1644 funds (Tab. 5.1) that have been donated to by people who

have clicked on engineering alumni engagement newsletters.
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5.3.2 Engagement Newsletters

The university under consideration sends online newsletters to their alumni on a

regular basis. These newsletters contain university news, such as student accomplish-

ments, novel research findings, and alumni events. They consist of links to articles

with an accompanying graphic and a short summary of the article.

User actions are recorded, such as clicking on a particular article within the

newsletter. Engagement with newsletter is indicative of what alumni are interested

in beyond their formal studies. For instance, a computer science graduate may pri-

marily read articles about the solar car racing team or the university’s efforts to lower

its carbon footprint, showing that this alum has personal interests in sustainability.

This would not necessarily be apparent in their educational or employment history.

Therefore, we utilize user interaction with engagement newsletters to model personal

user interests. There are 283 articles in our dataset (Tab. 5.1), drawn from 49 total

newsletters.

5.4 Representing Alumni and Funds

We aim to represent each alum primarily with their clicks. As seen in the previous

section, every article linked within a newsletter has an accompanying short preview

or summary that is displayed in the newsletter. Since this is what alumni initially

see and what prompts their clicks, we use this text in our experiments, rather than

the full article text.

5.4.1 Node Representation

Prior work has successfully represented entities in a graph as the average of the

word vectors corresponding to its name [188]. We therefore also encode our entities

using word vectors. We represent an alum as their history of newsletter article clicks,
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which indicates their interests. We construct an alum embedding that is the averaged

GloVe embedding of all newsletter article summaries that they have clicked on. We

first compute an average GloVe embedding for each article snippet and then average

over all of the article snippet embeddings to get the overall alumni embedding. Sim-

ilarly, we represent a fund using the average GloVe embedding of the words in the

fund’s name, department, and description.

5.4.2 Graph Representation

We construct a graph to encapsulate the connections between alumni, alumni ma-

jors, funds, and newsletter articles. Each unique alumni, major, fund, and newsletter

article are nodes in the graph. We include an edge between an alumni and a fund

if they have donated to it, weighted by the value of the total amount of donations

they’ve given to this fund. We also connect an alumni to a newsletter article if they

have clicked on it, with the edge weighted by the number of clicks the person made.

Funds included in the graph are only those associated with donations in the training

set of our experiments. All newsletter clicks made by alumni are included, as was

done in the text-only setting.

We then use a graph representation learning method to create embedding repre-

sentations of the nodes. Specifically, we use the node2vec model proposed by [187].

We also conducted experiments using LINE [186], but found that they yielded similar

results, and therefore we only show results for node2vec.

5.4.2.1 Similarity Edges

While the explicit connections between entities through actions such as clicking

and donating can contain a lot of information, there can still be additional connections

made with additional info. Since it’s unlikely that many alumni donate and click on

exactly the same funds and articles, it may be difficult to capture all relations between
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Graph edge type Number

Alum - Fund Edges 15,604
Alum - Article Edges 20,184
Alum - Major Edges 7,625
Fund - Fund Edges 72,136
Article - Article Edges 3,020

Table 5.3: Statistics of the graph derived from alumni clicks and donations, enhanced
with implicit textual similarity edges.

them based on alumni behavior alone. For instance, two articles may contain very

similar content but not have many overlapping clicks due to the sparseness of click

data. Given the graph we have currently, the graph embedding model likely would

not capture that the articles are similar based only on clicks. Similarly, two funds

may be similar in their purpose and descriptions but have few overlapping donors,

resulting in embeddings that do not capture their relevance to each other.

To better capture these relations among articles and funds, respectively, we pro-

pose the addition of similarity edges. The addition of the proposed edges can add

these relevance connections that we know inherently exist. This can allow the graph

to encode that two funds are related even in the absence of explicit evidence, such

as someone donating to both funds or two people clicking on the same article and

donating to the same fund.

In preliminary experiments, we found that connecting all pairs of entities weighted

by similarity results in lower performance embeddings, as well as much longer training

times. We suspect this is due to adding too much noise to the representation through

extraneous connections.

To minimize this, we only add edges if the similarity is above a certain threshold.

We also give every such edge an equal weight of 1. For every pair of articles, we

compute the cosine similarity between their average GloVe embeddings and add an

edge between the corresponding nodes if their similarity is above 0.7. We do the

same for every pair of funds, adding an edge if the similarity is above 0.8. We choose
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these thresholds empirically by looking at the distribution of similarities for all pairs of

articles and funds, respectively, approximately keeping the upper quartile of similarity

values. We give the numbers of different types of edges in the resulting graph in Table

5.3.

5.4.3 Analysis: Similarity between Alumni and Newsletter Articles

To gain further insights into the donor behavior graph model, we perform an anal-

ysis of the relationships between alumni and funds using their graph representations.

We would expect the embeddings for alumni to be more similar to the embeddings

of funds that they are more likely to donate to. This graph could then be used for

querying for relevant entities. For instance, we could find the top funds that may be

of interest to an alum.

To examine this, we compute the cosine similarity between pairs of alumni and

funds where the alum has donated to the fund, and compare with pairs where the alum

did not donate to the fund. We use node2vec embeddings based on the graph that

has all similar edges incorporated. Further, we ensure that the model is not simply

remembering known donations in this analysis by focusing on the subset of donations

that occur in 2020 and removing links between alumni and funds corresponding to these

donations from the graph, no matter which year the donation was made during. This

way, we are looking at similarity of alumni and funds that are known to be related,

but that the model does not explicitly have knowledge about ; their similarity therefore

comes solely from other alumni behavior and semantic connections. We show the

distribution of similarities in Figure 5.1. Using a two-sided T-test, we calculate the

statistical significance between the donation and non-donation samples of similarity

values; we designate those with a significance level of p < 0.1.

Notably, we see that the GloVe-based similarities do not distinguish well between

alum-fund pairs where a donation occurred and where a donation did not occur. In
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of similarities between pairs of alumni and funds where
alumni have either donated to the fund or not. We show distributions
of embedding cosine similarity based on text-only GloVe features and
node2vec graph features with and without the addition of similarity edges.
Statistical significance is determined using a two-sided T-test, and desig-
nated with a star (*) if p < 0.1.

fact, the non-donation pairs actually have higher similarity than the donation pairs.

This implies that it is not sufficient to use only textual semantic similarity between

alumni and funds for determining donation interest.

On the other hand, we see significantly higher similarities between alumni and

funds that they have donated to than between negative samples of alumni and funds

when using graph embeddings. Further, this is more pronounced when similarity

edges are included in the graph, yielding greater separation between pairs who have

donated and those who have not. This shows that the graph embeddings are indeed

encoding alumni behavior and interest.

5.5 Predicting User Behavior

We have seen that the alumni behavior graph model encapsulates relationships

between entities in the resulting embedding space. We evaluate the alumni behavior

graph model for downstream predictive use in the context of donation prediction. We
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construct a task where we predict whether an alumni is likely to donate to a particular

fund, showing that we can distinguish which funds someone is likely to donate to.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

We focus on alumni who have both clicked on newsletter articles and have made

donations before. This set of alumni, along with the funds that they have donated to,

their majors, and newsletter articles they have clicked on, is the dataset we use for

our experiments. We look at all pairs of alumni and particular funds they’ve donated

to as data samples. Donations made prior to the beginning of 2020 are considered

training data for our predictive models and donations made in 2020 are test data.

Splitting our data by time reflects the real task that universities face, where we know

an alumni’s history and want to predict their future donation behavior.

Funds that do not appear prior to 2020 are not included, as our graph represen-

tation models are based solely on the training data and would not be able to produce

a representation for a previously unseen entity. Similarly, alumni who only appear

in 2020 would be excluded from the experiments as they have no prior history and

therefore would have no corresponding representation features.

We then use negative sampling to construct sample pairs of an alum and a fund

where the alum has not donated to the fund. For both the training and test sets,

we include an equal number of such negative samples to obtain a balanced dataset.

To construct a negative sample, we randomly select an alumni and a fund out of all

alumni and funds, respectively, that we are considering in our dataset. Then, we

check if the alum-fund pair appears as a positive sample in the corresponding data

split and keep the pair if it does not appear. We continue constructing negative

samples until we have the same number of positive and negative data samples.

Donation prediction with unique alum-fund pairs. We also conduct experi-

ments in a modified setting where we predict the donation interests of alumni without
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Alum-Fund Pairs # Train # Test

Complete 19,882 3,236
Unique 18,888 3,058

Table 5.4: Number of samples in the training and test sets of our task. The training
samples are donations that were made prior to 2020. The test samples are
donations made in 2020.

knowledge of their past donations to the same funds they’ve donated to in 2020. We

remove all alum-fund pairs from the training set that occur in the test set, which cor-

responds to removing past donations that are identical to ones in 2020. Other prior

donations that alumni have made are kept. This is a more difficult task, as prior

donations to a fund can be highly indicative of future donations to the same fund.

Therefore, we must rely more on alumni background and the implicit relationships

between different funds as well as between newsletter articles and funds.

5.5.2 Classification

We train a logistic regression classifier to predict whether an alumni has donated

to a given fund in 2020, based on the data described previously.

There are funds that receive thousands of donations while others receive far fewer

individual donations. This can be due to the fund being very general, such as a

general scholarship fund, or a popular interest, such as a sports-related fund. On the

other hand, funds with more specific or niche subjects may receive fewer donations.

Such large data imbalances can lead predictive models to simply memorize the most

frequently occurring funds, rather than using the embedded features to make more

complex connections between alumni and funds. We empirically find that less than 1%

of the funds we consider have received over 200 donations. Therefore, we downsample

the number of unique donations each fund has to 200 samples.
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Complete Donation Pairs Unique Donation Pairs
Features Alumni Fund Both Alumni Fund Both

Text-only 0.516 0.782 0.784 0.500 0.799 0.798

Graph representations 0.574 0.781 0.812 0.532 0.791 0.778
+ article sim edges 0.574 0.774 0.817 0.543 0.789 0.778
+ fund sim edges 0.575 0.804 0.846 0.541 0.816 0.824
+ article and fund sim edges 0.564 0.798 0.841 0.533 0.816 0.830

All (GloVe + node2vec w/ all edges) 0.569 0.824 0.856 0.537 0.848 0.855

Table 5.5: Results from the donation behavior prediction task. Left: Training set
contains the complete prior donation history of alumni in test set. Right:
Donations made in 2020, in the test set, are removed from the training set.
Italicized values designate the highest performance for a given feature type
and experimental setting. Bold values designate the highest performance
in the experimental setting overall.

5.6 Results

We compare the use of text-only GloVe features and graph-based node2vec fea-

tures in our experiments to evaluate the benefit of our alumni behavior graph model.

Further, we evaluate our graph representations both when enhanced with text similarity-

based edges and without to show the effects of this adding this implicit information

to the graph. We show our alumni donation interest prediction results in Table 5.5.

In the results, we see that the graph embedding features generally perform better

than the text-only features. This is in line with our hypothesis, since the text only

contains information about the semantic content, but nothing about how it is related

to any other entities. Further, such relations would be difficult for the machine

learning model to pick up through the prediction task, as alumni generally do not

individually donate to many funds and there is likely little overlap between different

people. This sparsity of connections are typical in many recommendation systems

contexts. Our framework of encoding user behavior into a graph could therefore be

applied to other types of downstream tasks that aim to predict future behavior.

We see that adding implicit edges derived from the textual content of the funds and
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articles generally improves performance over only having explicit action edges that

designate donations and clicks. Similarity links between articles are more helpful

when we have knowledge of an alumni’s entire prior donation history.

Next, we examine how information from alumni and funds respectively contribute

to the overall performance by conducting the donation interest prediction task using

only alumni features and only fund features. We compare this to the use of both

alumni and fund features.

We see that prediction accuracy based only on using the alumni features is lower

compared to using other features, as one would expect, as we have no explicit in-

formation provided about the fund being donated to. However, alumni-only features

perform better when represented as graph embeddings as opposed to text embeddings.

The alumni nodes are connected to the funds and therefore fund information could

be embedded within alumni nodes as well, so alumni representations could become

associated with larger themes or topics that the classifier then picks up on.

Interestingly, accuracy based on using only fund features is much higher than ran-

dom, showing that the model is learning trends in which types of funds, in terms of

content and theme, are generally more well-received. We know the classifier isn’t sim-

ply picking up on specific popular funds, since we downsampled frequently occurring

funds.

When we use both features from alumni and funds, we generally see better perfor-

mance, especially when using graph features and with fund edges added. This shows

that the prediction model is learning how the alumni and funds are related.

When we use only unique donation pairs, we see that the results remain largely

comparable with using complete donation pairs. However, the performance is lower

than with the use of complete donation pairs when using only features derived from

alumni, showing that the complete donation pairs prediction model learned more

about donation trends of specific alumni whereas the unique donation pairs model
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has to understand more of the implicit relatedness between funds and articles.

Finally, we see that combining GloVe features with node2vec features yields the

highest performance. This implies that there is still use in having both the semantic

content of the entities and their relational information, and that they are complemen-

tary to each other.

Prior Donations Top 3 Similar Funds (Similarity Score)

Engineering General Scholarship
Fund

Professorship in Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Fund (0.40)

Professorship in Rheumatology Gastroenterology Nurse Education Fund (0.36)
Gastroenterology Education and Research Fund
(0.32)

Aerospace Engineering Support Aerospace Engineering Junior Faculty Support
Fund (0.47)

Aerospace Engineering Centennial
Fund

Aerospace Graduate Research Excellence Fellow-
ship (0.42)
Aerospace Graduate Teaching Award and Scholar-
ship (0.38)

Iconic Mastodons Movement Fund Mammoth Museum Exhibit Fund (0.44)
Majungasaurus Exhibit Fund Museum of Natural History Discretionary Fund

(0.42)
Museum of Natural History Membership (0.39)

Table 5.6: Prior donations made by a given alum the top 3 most similar funds with
respect to the alum, determined by embedding cosine similarity. To pre-
serve anonymity, we remove all names and specific details from fund titles.
Text of the fund descriptions are not shown for brevity.

Qualitative Analysis. For a qualitative analysis, we use the node2vec model that

includes all similarity edges, built from the training data with unique donations. We

analyze how the model is able to retrieve relevant alumni and funds for a given alum.

Retrieving relevant funds. In Table 5.6, we show examples of funds that

alumni have previously donated to and the funds that the model determined to have

the highest cosine similarity. In the first example, the model retrieves funds that

are related to the medical field and supporting research and education in the fields,
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Alum’s Prior Donations and Clicks Nearest Alum’s Donations and Clicks

F: Engineering General Scholarship Fund F: Engineering General Scholarship Fund
F: Mechanical Engineering Special Gifts
Fund

F: Mechanical Engineering Special Gifts
Fund

A: A high altitude long endurance aircraft A: Second place finish for the solar car
team
A: 3D printing 100 times faster with light

F: Engineering Entrepreneurship Fund F: Engineering Dean’s Discretionary Fund
F: Engineering Faculty Scholar Award A: Driverless future
A: Autonomous car preventing traffic jams A: Solar car test
A: Nobel Prize nomination for powerful
laser pulse

A: Smart wearables improving elderly mo-
bility

Table 5.7: Examples of the most similar alum for a given alum. To preserve
anonymity, we do not show names and remove all identifying informa-
tion within fund descriptions and article titles. We show the donations
and clicks made by the alumni. F - Fund; A - Article

which matches well with the alum’s actual prior donations to funds supporting student

scholarships and an endowed professorship. The second and third examples similarly

show that the given alum’s previous donations and most similar funds share common

themes of aerospace engineering and natural history, respectively.

Retrieving relevant alumni. In Table 5.7, we show examples of click and do-

nation activities of alumni and their alumni neighbors that the model determined to

have highest cosine similarity. In the first example, the chosen alum’s donations and

clicks are related to mechanical engineering. The most similar alum has also donated

to mechanical engineering funds and clicked on mechanical engineering-related arti-

cles, which shows that nearest alumni neighbors’ interests and behaviors match well

with the chosen alumni. Likewise, the alum in the second example and their most

similar alum both share interest in autonomous vehicles and research advancements.
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5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the use of text-aware graph representations for user

behavior prediction. Using a large dataset consisting of university alumni donations

and their interests as expressed through click-throughs on a university newsletter,

we showed that the the use of a graph framework to explicitly encode the relations

between user behaviors and user interests leads to significant improvements over sim-

ple linear representations. Moreover, we showed how further improvements can be

obtained by enhancing the graph with implicit links inferred based on the semantic

distance between the textual data associated with the entities in the graph. Our re-

sults demonstrate the role played by graph representations using explicit and implicit

relations for the prediction of user behavior.
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CHAPTER VI

Quantifying Community Subjective Wellbeing and

Resilient Attitude

6.1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has had widespread effects on people’s subjective well-

being. However, the local surrounding environment can greatly influence and be

indicative of how people cope with an adverse event and shifting conditions. For in-

stance, stronger social ties have been associated with higher wellbeing and community

resilience[206, 207]. The aspects of life that a community gives attention to, such as

leisure, family, and friends, can also be indicative of how that community may fare

when impacted by a negative event.

Community resilience is the ability of a community to adapt to changing conditions

and to withstand and recover quickly from disruptions [208, 209]. With the COVID-19

global pandemic, boosting and maintaining mental wellbeing has become a prominent

issue as everyone continues to grapple with the ongoing daily life restrictions and

overall uncertainty of the situation. In this chapter1, we aim to understand the

subjective affective wellbeing recovery patterns of communities in cities across the

United States (US) and gain insight on relationships between cities’ characteristics

1The work in this chapter was aided by input from Rada Mihalcea and help from Sophia Sun
and Laura Biester.
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and the pandemic’s effect on the cities’ subjective wellbeing over time.

Many in-person interactions migrated online during the pandemic. Online forums

such as Reddit offered a way for locals to stay connected and stay current with ongoing

concerns such as whether certain restaurants were open or the status of vaccinations

in their area. Reddit’s city-focused subreddits, such as r/seattle and r/annarbor,

correspond to cities across all states in the US. Discussions on these subreddits reflect

people’s concerns. While surveys could help measure wellbeing, they are often limited

in scale. By looking at everyday conversational behavior in a community, we can get

an aggregate picture of wellbeing.

In our work, we characterize trends in how community subjective wellbeing shifted

during the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic (until the end of 2020) across 112

cities spread across the US. Using cities with similar wellbeing recovery patterns, we

quantify what community characteristics correlate with lessened impact on wellbeing

from the pandemic, as well as recovery speed given a negative impact. The features

we examine are derived from online user interaction patterns and linguistic content.

We seek to answer the following research questions:

1. How has the pandemic impacted the affective wellbeing of US cities?

We quantify wellbeing using positive and negative affect expressed in daily

discussions on city-focused subreddits. We then measure the pandemic’s impact

on a city by comparing a city’s observed wellbeing with its expected wellbeing,

as forecasted by time series models derived from data prior to the pandemic.

We define three patterns of wellbeing seen during 2020.

2. What distinguishes city communities that are more or less impacted

by the pandemic?

We analyze a set of community traits derived from prior to the pandemic,

encompassing linguistic features and user interaction patterns. We predict
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whether a city’s wellbeing is heavily impacted by the onset of pandemic and

analyze differences among cities that were more impacted and those that were

not.

3. How do impacted city communities differ in their speed of recovery?

Using the same community features, we predict whether an impacted city makes

a recovery within the year, similarly analyzing distinguishing characteristics.

6.2 Related Work

Subjective Wellbeing. Research on subjective wellbeing (SWB) delves into

how people feel and think about their lives [210]. Subjective wellbeing is not a single

concrete entity and studies look largely at two components, affective and cognitive

wellbeing [211]. Affective wellbeing is defined as the positive and negative emotions

that people feel, such as happiness and anxiety. More positive affect and less negative

affect indicates higher affective wellbeing. On the other hand, cognitive wellbeing is

defined as one’s evaluation of one’s life and resulting level of life satisfaction. This

can refer to overall satisfaction, or satisfaction with respect to specific life domains

such as jobs or relationships. These are two distinct constructs, and differ in many

ways, such as their stability over time and how they are impacted by life events

[212]. Though affective wellbeing tends to return to baseline levels through hedonic

adaptation [213, 214], the adaptation rate can greatly differ for different people and

circumstances [215, 216].

In our work, we present a longitudinal study of affective wellbeing and adaptation

rates in different cities across the US in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, derived

from large-scale naturally occurring social media data.

Community Resilience and Social Capital. A community can be viewed

as as a group of people who are bound by some common tie such as geographic
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location; they often have shared social norms [217], values, and other characteristics.

Constituent parts of a community can influence one another in complex ways. The

study of community resilience investigates the qualities that allow a community to

cope with and adapt to a collective disaster experience [218], in terms of physical and

mental health outcomes.

A core underlying concept is social capital [219, 220]. In the context of community

resilience, social capital consists of the weak and strong social ties and networks in

a community. This can come from social support, like family and friends, as well

as social participation in the broader community. Improved connections can help

provide support to members of the community.

In our work, we study the online counterparts of cities across the United States and

how signals of social capital may influence their community wellbeing and resilience

within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Studying Online Communities. Online communities have been the focus of

research studying user behavior and community features. For instance, prior work

has examined behavioral and linguistic factors that drive social support [221–224] and

signal community success [2, 225]. A parallel line of work uses online communities

as a lens to study the linguistic manifestation of mental health symptoms [226–229].

Work in this area [e.g., 9, 230–232] frequently makes use of Linguistic Inquiry and

Word Count (LIWC) [233], a tool that we use to measure city’s affective wellbeing.

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many have turned towards identifying

the effects of the pandemic on mental health through the analysis of social media

[234, 235].

We adapt some of these characterizations of online communities and use them to

distinguish between cities with different patterns of subjective wellbeing shifts during

the COVID-19 pandemic. We measure community-level subjective wellbeing using

social media, and draw insights from longer-term patterns of subjective wellbeing.
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Avg Min Max

Authors 21,717 1,799 116,338
Submissions 17,104 1,506 80,231
Comments 349,756 9,021 2,490,517

Table 6.1: Reddit city communities dataset statistics. Total values are computed
per subreddit from all of 2017 - 2020, which are then aggregated over all
subreddits. The corresponding cities cover 48 US states.

6.3 Reddit City Communities

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding stay-at-home mea-

sures, most of the socializing that normally happened in person shifted online. In

our study, we focus on data collected from Reddit, a community-based online forum

for information sharing and discussion. Sub-communities on Reddit, known as sub-

reddits, can be centered on any interest. Some subbreddits have the intention of

connecting people in a city and allowing them to discuss local news, events, attrac-

tions, and more. These allow us to study naturally occurring online counterparts to

physical cities; from manual examination, we found that these communities appear

to be largely composed of local residents who discuss city-related topics.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, these subreddits became an important way for

people to not only get local information, but also to express their worries with to who

might best understand, and to find support. Many posts are laden with emotion, such

as fear or outrage towards policies being implemented, sadness when talking about a

favorite business closing permanently, or loneliness when venting about social isolation

and being unable to see friends and family.

Following prior work on subjective wellbeing [236, 237], we examine the levels of

positive and negative emotions expressed in language by members of the communities

to gauge affective wellbeing in aggregate at the community level. We look at the

posts and comments in these city subreddits to observe how affective wellbeing of

communities in different US cities was affected over time by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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We select the top five most populous cities from every US state, as well as Wash-

ington D.C., and manually find the corresponding subreddits. Not all cities have

subreddits, yielding 233 cities. For the cities with multiple subreddits, we choose

the subreddit with the most members. We also manually label each city with its

corresponding county.

We collect all publicly available Reddit posts and comments from the 233 city

subreddits starting from January 1st, 2017 to December 31st, 2020.2 We collect posts

made prior to the pandemic as a way to compare with normal community behavior

before the pandemic. Additionally, the period we study precedes widespread vaccine

availability, allowing us to see how communities dealt with the pandemic when the

main solutions involved limiting social interaction.

To ensure that the cities have sufficiently active subreddits, we only use subreddits

that have posts on at least 300 unique days in each of the years considered, resulting

in a final list of 112 cities that cover 45 US states. We give statistics about the final

dataset in Table 6.1, and a map of the cities is presented in Figure 6.1.

6.4 Quantifying Subjective Wellbeing and Resilience

People can perceive the world in drastically different ways, even when they are

experiencing similar events. How someone reacts to a traumatic or important sit-

uation can say a lot about how they are coping with the situation. In particular,

someone’s emotional response is a crucial part of their reaction. We therefore focus

on emotional expression as a way of quantifying mental wellbeing, which we define as

a balance between the presence of positive emotion and a lack of negative emotion.

To compute wellbeing, we examine all posts of the members of a community

and count the number of occurrences of words from the PosEmo and NegEmo

categories of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC2015) lexicon [233]. These

2We used the Pushshift.io API.
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Figure 6.1: A map of the cities included in our city subreddit list, which are spread
throughout the United States. Anchorage and Honolulu are also included
in our city subreddits.

correspond to positive emotion and negative emotion respectively. More formally, we

define our metric for WellBeing as:

WellBeing = PosEmonorm −NegEmonorm

where PosEmonorm and NegEmonorm represent values after applying z-normalization

to the average raw LIWC values for each day.

6.4.1 Measuring Resilience

Community resilience is the ability of a community’s ability to adapt to change,

and to withstand and recover quickly from disruptions. From prior studies in psychol-

ogy, we have seen that people tend to return to a baseline level of subjective wellbeing

after life disruptions, even when the adverse situation persists [216]; if a community

recovers and adapts more quickly, then they are more resilient.

Based on this definition of resilience, we track the trend of WellBeing scores

during the pandemic. This trend can show how well the cities are coping with the
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pandemic, and if the cities recover (which we define as reaching expected WellBeing

scores predicted before the pandemic), it indicates strong resilience. On the other

hand, if a city’s WellBeing decreases and does not recover for a long period, the

city is likely having a harder time coping with the pandemic.

We begin by building a time series of WellBeing values for each city subreddit.

We first compute the average daily WellBeing scores. Next, we fill in missing values

using linear interpolation, and take a 7-day rolling mean for each day to smooth out

weekly fluctuations and outliers.

We model the expected WellBeing of a city’s subreddit using the Prophet model

[238] trained on data prior to March 2020 (Jan. 1, 2017 - Feb. 29, 2020); this model

has been used in prior work on the impacts of COVID-19 on social media forums

[235, 239]. The model fits the equation

y(t) = g(t) + s(t) + εt [6.1]

g(t) represents a piecewise linear model that is used to represent the trend, while

a Fourier series s(t) is used to approximate the yearly seasonality. The error is

reprsented by the term εt. We use the Prophet model trained on pre-COVID data to

forecast post-COVID values through the end of 2020 (Mar. 1, 2020 - Dec. 31, 2020),

along with the 95% confidence interval.

We consider a city’s WellBeing to have significantly deviated below our ex-

pectations if the values for at least 25% of the days fall below the 95% confidence

interval. We consider the early stage of the pandemic to be April 1 - June 30, 2020,

and the middle stage of the pandemic to be July 31 - December 31, 2020. Based on

these intervals, we define three classes to represent a city’s resilience:

Unaffected: In the early stage of the pandemic, the city’s WellBeing does not

significantly deviate below the expected values.
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Figure 6.2: Average daily WellBeing scores from a selection cities over time. At-
lanta, Georgia recovered, Omaha, Nebraska did not recover, and Toledo,
Ohio was unaffected. The lighter line is the Prophet forecast, the shaded
area is the 95% prediction interval, and the darker line is the true value.
The dotted line marks March 1st, 2020.

Recovered: In the early stage of the pandemic, the city’s WellBeing significantly

deviates below the expected values, but during at least one of the three-month

periods in the middle stage, it no longer deviates.

Non-Recovered: In the early stage of the pandemic, the city’s WellBeing signif-

icantly deviates below the expected values, and it continues to deviate during

each of the three-month periods in the middle stage.

The number of cities matching each recovery pattern are shown in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.2 shows plots of the daily WellBeing values for a selection of cities, which

are used to determine their recovery patterns. In our experiments, we focus on two

distinctions: (1) the distinction between cities that are affected by the pandemic (with

respect to WellBeing score), those that are not; and (2) the distinction between

cities that recovered and those that did not.
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Recovery Pattern Number of Cities

Unaffected 36
Recovered 32
Non-recovered 44
All 112

Table 6.2: Number of cities that fall into each recovery pattern.

6.4.2 Comparing with Traditional Resilience Metrics

Community resilience, or the ability of a community to cope with a crisis, is a

prominent topic in disaster and policy research [220]. Many have worked to define

and quantify aspects of resilience, such as social capital and economic prosperity.

Resilience metrics have been assigned to communities by analyzing empirical data

about the community.

One such well-known metric is Baseline Resilience Indicators for Communities

(BRIC) [219]. BRIC measures the inherent resilience of counties in the US with

respect to six different domains: social, economic, housing and infrastructure, insti-

tutional, community, and environmental. The metric covers over 60 different vari-

ables, such as mental health support, educational attainment, and employment rate.

Resilience scores are assigned to each county in the US based on these measures.

We measure the Spearman correlation between our three classes of social media-

derived resilience labels with the different components of the real-valued BRIC re-

silience scores. Each city is paired with its county’s BRIC score; a county and score

can be linked to multiple cities. The results are shown in Table 6.3.

We see that there is correlation between our resilience labels and BRIC scores in

a number of domains. Notably, we see high correlation with social resilience, as well

as correlation with environmental and aggregate resilience. This demonstrates that

our labels reflect existing measures of community resilience.
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BRIC domain p-val

Social 0.004***
Economic 0.680
Housing and Infra 0.554
Institutional 0.142
Community 0.664
Environmental 0.018**
Aggregate 0.070*

Table 6.3: Spearman correlation between the social media-derived resilience labels
with the components of the BRIC resilience scores. Statistically significant
values are bolded.
∗ ∗ ∗ : p < 0.01, ∗∗ : p < 0.05, ∗ : p < 0.10

6.5 City Community Features

In order to build a model to predict whether a city’s wellbeing will be affected

and recover during COVID-19, we use a number of features, include demographic

features (Section 6.5.1), linguistic features (Section 6.5.2), and interaction features

(Section 6.5.3).

6.5.1 Demographic Features

The demographic attributes of cities can be indicators of community resilience,

as indicated by BRIC [219, 240]. We examine a number of community demographic

dimensions that may be related to city WellBeing patterns during the pandemic.

Population Density. Denser populations may provide more opportunities for

people to aggregate and do things together, including unplanned interactions, there-

fore potentially facilitating the buildup of more social connections and social capital

[241].

Age. Age is correlated with subjective wellbeing. For instance, in the US, sub-

jective wellbeing tends to be lower during middle age and higher in younger and older

adults [242].

Rent vs Own. Areas where people own homes may be more invested in and
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connected to the surrounding community, resulting in stronger social bonds.

Household Income. Money can’t buy happiness, but it can buy life necessities

and provide stability. Higher income has been shown to be correlated with subjective

wellbeing [243].

Housing Cost. Housing cost can be related to the overall quality of life in an

area, although economic stress from housing cost could hamper subjective wellbeing.

Latitude. Climate and weather can influence subjective wellbeing; lower anxiety

has been linked with higher temperatures and more hours of sunshine [244]. Higher-

latitude regions, or areas further from the equator, tend to have colder temperatures

and receive less light than lower-latitude areas.

Our demographic features are summarized in Table 6.4. We use data from the

U.S. Census Bureau3 and the National Weather Service.4 All the data is collected

based on each city’s corresponding Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

code.

6.5.2 Linguistic Content Features

Personal Concerns. The sharing of personal concerns and details about per-

sonal life can garner social support online [245]. People may discuss a wide range

of personal attributes, such as their family, career, and hobbies. To quantify peo-

ple’s discussion of personal concerns, we use the LIWC lexicon [233] and consider the

following categories: family, friend, work, leisure, home, and health.

Group Belonging. When people talk frequently about their affiliations, such as

work associates, romantic partners, or neighbors, it can indicate a sense of community

and presence of social ties. Social ties have been shown to be beneficial for wellbeing

[246]. Similarly, people can also indicate a sense a group membership through the

use of pronouns like “we” or “our.” We therefore consider the affiliation and we

3https://www.census.gov/data/developers/data-sets/acs-1year.html
4https://www.weather.gov/gis/Counties
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Feature
Name

Description

Population
Density

Number of people per
square mile of land area

Median
Age

Median age of residents of
the city

Rent vs.
Own

The ratio of number of peo-
ple who rent a property to
those who own a property

Median
House-
hold
Income

Median household income
in the past 12 months

Median
Monthly
Housing
Cost

Median monthly housing
cost

Latitude The latitude of the county
where a city is located

Table 6.4: Summary of city demographic features. All values are derived from 2019,
prior to the pandemic.
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categories from the LIWC lexicon.

Time Orientation. One’s time orientation is the emphases that one places on

each of three relative time periods: the past, present, and future [247]. This can be

indicative of one’s subjective well-being and mental health. For instance, people who

focus on the past in a positive way can find joy in their memories [248]. We consider

three measures of time perspective and orientation: past focus, future focus, and

present focus. All three are computed using the corresponding categories in LIWC:

Focus Past, Focus Future, and Focus Present. The Focus Past category

primarily consists of past-tense verbs, which also reveal how much people share about

their activities.

In our experiments, we derive a set of values for each city corresponding to how

prevalent each of these categories were in their subreddits during normal times prior

to the pandemic. For each of the lexicon features, we compute the percentage of the

category present in each post and average over all posts in 2019.

6.5.3 Interaction Features

We hypothesize that the way in which people interact with others on their sub-

reddit may be indicative of the community strength and resilience in the face of a

disaster event such as the COVID pandemic. In order to measure interactions, we

compute user interaction features, which represent how individual users interact with

one-another; and post interaction features, which represent the interactions with user’s

posts. These metrics expand on existing metrics [235, 249–252].

User Interaction Features. The user interaction features are computed based

on a graph representing daily interactions between users, where an interaction occurs

when user B comments on user A’s post or comment. Doing so introduces an edge

from B to A and vice-versa, as we use an undirected graph. For each day, we consider

the posts and comments that occurred on that day and create edges to their parents
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(regardless of when they occurred). Next, we compute the graph metrics that are

shown in Table 6.5 for each graph, using the NetworkX package [253]. When com-

puting our user interaction features for classification, we compute the average over

all of the days where there is activity in the subreddit for each metric.

The metrics represent many facets of the community structure; node count and

edge count reflect the daily activity on the subreddit. Density represents how con-

nected each member of the community is to all other members; mean eccentricity

(the maximum distance of each vertex from any other other vertex) represents a

similar phenomena. Connected component count represents the number of distinct

sub-groups in the community who do not interact on a given day, while mean con-

nected component counts represent the size of those subgroups. Mean shortest path

(across all components) and diameter represent the distance between nodes that are

directly or indirectly connected.

Post Interaction Features To measure how users interact with posts in each

subreddit, we first form a tree for each post that represents the chain of comments

created in response to it. In each tree, the post is the root node and each comment

is a child of the post or comment it replied to. For each post, we compute five

measures shown in Table 6.6, some of which are attributes of its corresponding tree

and others which the timing of its comments. The measures are inspired by prior

work on social media interaction [254, 255]. The measures are averaged across all

posts in the subreddit made during 2019 to compute our final features. We began

with a longer list of features and removed many features that were highly correlated

with our final set.

The first two metrics, Tree Size and Direct Reply Count are representative

of the number of comments a post receives. Leaf Node Count represents the num-

ber of comments that are left without a reply, while Max Level Width represents

the number of comments at the largest level of the tree. The final metric represents
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how long on average it takes for each post to get a comment. When a metric would

otherwise be undefined, we only consider posts that have comments.

6.6 Predicting Cities’ Pandemic Impact

A community’s normal behavior is predictive of how they may cope with an ad-

verse event. For instance, communities with stronger social ties may be more support-

ive of community members during a disaster, leading to higher subjective wellbeing.

Similarly, the general disposition of community members, such as being future ori-

ented or valuing leisure activities, may also indicate coping patterns.

We examine community interaction and linguistic characteristics of city subreddits

during normal times prior to the pandemic, in 2019, as previously described in Section

6.5. Using these features, we build models to predict whether a city’s subjective

wellbeing will be significantly negatively impacted by the onset of the COVID-19

pandemic. We distinguish between cities that are unaffected and all those that are

affected, as exhibited in the first few months following the start of the pandemic

(Section 6.4).

We train a logistic regression classifier with leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-

CV) across all the cities. The features are scaled such that they all take on values

from 0 to 1. Given the greater prevalence of affected cities and limited number

of city data samples, we balance our training data by oversampling the minority

class of unaffected cities using SMOTE, which synthesizes new minority instances by

interpolating between existing minority data samples [256].

6.6.1 Results and Discussion

We show our results for distinguishing affected versus unaffected cities in Table

6.7. All metrics other than accuracy are computed using macro averaging.
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Feature
Name

Description

Node
Count |N |

Number of unique users who
posted or commented

Edge
Count |E|

Number of unique users who
interacted through a reply
to a post or comment

Mean
Degree

Mean number of edges per
node

Density
2|E|

|N |(|N |−1)

Number of edges in graph
over number of possible
edges

Connected
Component
Count

Number of subgraphs in
which all pairs of nodes are
connected by an edge

Mean Ec-
centricity

Mean of eccentricity across
nodes; eccentricity is the
maximum distance between
node n and any other node

Mean
Connected
Component
Size

Mean number of nodes in a
connected component

Mean
Shortest
Path

Mean distance between each
pair of vertices that are con-
nected by a path

Diameter Maximum distance between
any pair of nodes within a
connected component

Table 6.5: Summary of user interaction features. All values are derived from 2019,
prior to the pandemic.
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Feature
Name

Description

Tree Size Number of nodes in tree

Direct
Reply
Count

Number of children of the
head node

Leaf Node
Count

Number of leaf nodes in the
tree

Max Level
Width

Number of nodes in the
largest level of the tree

Min
Response
Time

Time between creation of
original post and the first
comment it received

Table 6.6: Summary of post interaction features. All values are derived from 2019,
prior to the pandemic.

Features Acc P R F1 AUC

Random 0.500 — — — —
Demographics 0.607 0.601 0.615 0.591 0.693
User Interaction 0.741 0.718 0.743 0.722 0.801
Post Interaction 0.661 0.638 0.655 0.638 0.698
LIWC 0.688 0.663 0.682 0.665 0.716
All 0.750 0.729 0.757 0.733 0.805

Table 6.7: Unaffected vs. Affected classification results.

We see that all of our community interaction and linguistic feature sets exceed

the random baseline of 50%. Further, user interaction features perform the best.

Additionally, we examine how different features correlate with community re-

silience by analyzing the coefficients of our regression model that is trained using all

of the features together. We use the mean coefficient values across all folds in the

LOO-CV. The results are listed in Table 6.8.

Demographic Features. Unaffected cities are associated with higher Lati-

tude. Though higher latitudes have colder weather which has previously been cor-

related with lower wellbeing in general, people living there may also be more resilient
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since they are used to dealing with some amount of discomfort throughout much of

the year. These cities also are associated with higher Population Density, and

therefore more people and social ties. They also are likely to have a higher Rent vs

Own ratio, and higher Median Monthly Housing Cost, which likely is tied to

the higher population density, as most people in higher density cities rent and also

have a higher cost of living. Finally, these cities are associated with a higher Median

Age, which may indicate more stability and long-term occupants who are invested

in the community.

Affected cities are associated with higher household income, which is counterin-

tuitive as higher income often correlates with higher subjective wellbeing. However,

since we are looking at resilience to wellbeing impact and not absolute wellbeing, it

may be that areas with higher income are less accustomed to large negative events

and their affective wellbeing was more impacted.

User Interaction Features. Subreddits where WellBeing was not highly

impacted by the pandemic are associated with higher density and edge count, meaning

that their members tend to interact more with others.

Affected subreddits are associated with more separate groups of connected users

(Connected Component Count), meaning that individuals are not interacting

as much with the larger community, and that interactions are more localized. These

subreddits are also associated with being less connected, with higher Eccentricity,

longer Mean Shortest Path, and larger Diameter.

Post Interaction Features. Cities whose WellBeing is not impacted by

COVID-19 tend to have posts with more interaction, as shown by correlation with

greater Tree Size, Direct Reply Count, Max Level Width, and Leaf Node

Count. On the other hand, affected cities are correlated with higher Min Response

Time.

This indicates that subreddits with slower response times and less interaction
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end up with greater WellBeing impact during the first three months of the COVID

pandemic.

Linguistic Features. Unaffected cities are correlated with the Focus Past, Fo-

cus Present, and Home LIWC categories. The Focus Past and Focus Present

categories are largely verbs in the present and past tense, and therefore this may in-

dicate that people are more willing to share about the activities they do, and details

about their lives overall. People talking about their home more, prior to the pandemic,

may indicate that their home environment is an important part of their normal life.

Therefore, when the pandemic hit and people were largely confined to their homes,

this may have not been as significant of a negative shock.

We see that affected cities are more likely to talk about their friends, family, and

other affiliations. Though many of these would generally be positive social factors in

a disaster, the nature of the social policies put in place may have turned these into

negative factors, since social interaction was specifically restricted.

We also see that the affected cities are more likely to focus on the future. Similarly,

while this might normally mean hopefulness towards the future, it also may mean

result in greater wellbeing impact from the pandemic, since the state of the world

was under such great uncertainty.

People generally talking about their health more may mean they had more health

concerns, which could have been exacerbated by avoiding the hospital and also being

more concerned in general about health issues.

6.7 Predicting Cities’ Ability to Recover

We now look at distinguishing between those cities that recovered by the end of

2020 versus those that had not, among those that were affected. We maintain the

same experimental setup as in the previous section.
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6.7.1 Results and Discussion

We show the classification results in Table 6.9. We see that the task of distin-

guishing between recovered and non-recovered cities is a more difficult task; none of

the features, except LIWC features, are able to predict recovery better than random

chance. Therefore, our analysis here focuses only on the LIWC features. Logistic

regression coefficients from a LIWC-only model are given in Table 6.10.

We see that recovered cities are more associated with past-tense language. As

noted before, this likely indicates people sharing more about what they have done,

as the Focus Past LIWC category consists primarily of past-tense verbs. They also

talk more about their friends and homes.

On the other hand, non-recovered cities talk more about family, affiliations, and

work. These may have been large aspects of life for people in these cities, which were

then greatly impacted by the pandemic due to social distancing policies keeping people

from seeing their extended families and co-workers. They also refer to themselves as

part of a group more, using We words, indicating that they considered themselves

affiliated with groups. This feeling of connection was likely impacted by the isolation

brought on by the pandemic.

6.8 Broader Implications and Ethical Considerations

Our work, in conjunction with existing work [235, 257], shows that the pandemic

had different effects on different communities. Further, we show that signals from

social media can be predictive of how a community copes with adversity. We found

that cities more affected by the pandemic tended to have less connected members

and had previously placed more importance on life aspects that were most impacted

by social distancing during the pandemic, such as seeing friends and participating

in group activities. Our features were predictive of whether a city’s wellbeing was
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affected by the pandemic. However, predicting the subsequent recovery trajectory

of affected cities proved to be more difficult, implying that there are other factors

involved and further work is needed to understand community resilience over time.

Our findings indicate that differential policies should be put in place for com-

munities, based on the pandemic’s local impact. Cities more impacted by social

distancing measures may need to place higher priority on re-establishing social activ-

ities, such as local events and cultural festivals. Furthermore, policymakers could use

automatically-derived signals from social media as a real-time source of feedback for

their policies, especially during times that require quick decision-making like during

the pandemic. However, it’s important that such factors are considered holistically.

A limitation of our findings is that they do not necessarily reflect the general

public. Our work focuses on a single social media site (Reddit) where the users tend

to be young5 and male.6 However, further studies using other social media, as well

as surveys, can help support our insights.

Because our study is based solely on observational data, we cannot establish causal

links between the community characteristics we have identified and the wellbeing

recovery outcomes. To address this, future work could involve collecting ground truth

data about city recovery and resilience, such as through large surveys of individuals

in each city regarding their wellbeing during the pandemic.

Finally, our study should not be construed to be a comprehensive study of well-

being. Subjective wellbeing does not consist solely of the presence of positive affect.

It is more complex and multi-faceted, involving other aspects such as life satisfaction

which are impacted in different ways [258]. Future work could study how community

factors relate to these additional aspects of wellbeing. Furthermore, the relation of

our wellbeing metric to metrics such as self-reported life satisfaction has not been

5https://www.statista.com/statistics/261766/share-of-us-internet-users-who-use-reddit-by-age-
group/

6https://www.statista.com/statistics/1255182/distribution-of-users-on-reddit-worldwide-
gender/
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studied; a misalignment between stance expressed in social media and public opinion

surveys has been noted in prior work [259], and we leave it to future work to study

how wellbeing as expressed in social media posts relates to self-reported wellbeing.

6.9 Conclusion

We characterized the affective wellbeing patterns of cities across the US during

the COVID-19 pandemic prior to vaccine availability, as exhibited in subreddits cor-

responding to the cities. We then derived linguistic and interaction features from the

subreddit communities based on data prior to the pandemic and used them to predict

how the affective wellbeing of each community would be impacted by the pandemic.

We showed that communities with interaction characteristics corresponding to more

closely connected users and higher engagement were less likely to be significantly im-

pacted. Notably, we found that communities that talked more about social ties, such

as friends, family, and affiliations, were actually more likely to be impacted. This

may result from the social isolation policies affecting precisely these social ties. Ad-

ditionally, we used the same features to predict how quickly each community would

recover after the initial onset of the pandemic. We similarly found that communities

that talked more about family, affiliations, and identifying as part of a group were

more likely to recover more slowly. We showed that general community traits can be

predictive of community resilience.
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Features Feature Name Coef

Demographic Latitude 1.215
Demographic Population Den-

sity
1.000

User Interaction Density 0.808
Demographic Rent vs Own Rate 0.682
Demographic Median Age 0.466
Demographic Median Monthly

Housing Cost
0.399

LIWC Focus Past 0.317
LIWC Focus Present 0.309
Post Interaction Tree Size 0.230
Post Interaction Direct Reply

Count
0.167

LIWC Home 0.164
Post Interaction Max Level Width 0.137
Post Interaction Leaf Node Count 0.136
User Interaction Edge Count 0.102
User Interaction Mean Degree -0.034
LIWC We -0.067
User Interaction Node Count -0.101
User Interaction Mean Connected

Component Size
-0.121

LIWC Work -0.277
LIWC Focus Future -0.347
LIWC Affiliation -0.371
LIWC Friend -0.388
LIWC Family -0.405
LIWC Leisure -0.439
Post Interaction Min Response Time -0.516
User Interaction Connected Com-

ponent Count
-0.517

Demographic Household Income -0.553
LIWC Health -1.211
User Interaction Mean Eccentric-

ity
-1.238

User Interaction Diameter -1.511
User Interaction Mean Shortest

Path
-1.519

Table 6.8: Unaffected vs. Affected coefficients. Positive coefficients indicate that the
feature is more associated with the subreddits of cities that are unaffected;
negative coefficients indicate association with the affected subreddits of
cities.
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Features Acc P R F1 AUC

Random 0.500 — — — —
Demographics 0.382 0.392 0.393 0.381 0.392
User Interaction 0.461 0.482 0.483 0.458 0.479
Post Interaction 0.447 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.317
LIWC 0.539 0.542 0.543 0.537 0.562
All 0.513 0.515 0.516 0.511 0.480

Table 6.9: Non-Recovered vs. Recovered classification results.

Features Feature Name Coef

LIWC Focus Past 0.794
LIWC Friend 0.598
LIWC Home 0.361
LIWC Focus Future 0.152
LIWC Focus Present 0.024
LIWC Leisure -0.051
LIWC Family -0.422
LIWC Affiliation -0.484
LIWC Health -0.577
LIWC Work -0.624
LIWC We -0.680

Table 6.10: Non-Recovered vs. Recovered coefficients. Positive coefficients indicate
that the feature is more associated with the subreddits of cities that
recovered; negative coefficients indicate association with the subreddits
of cities that did not recover. Only LIWC features are included, as other
features did not yield performance exceeding random chance.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored how we can use computational language models model

and gain insight into people’s attitudes and behaviors from large-scale linguistic data.

We showed that uncovering implicit attitudes requires more than straightforward

applications of existing NLP models, and develop computational methods to capture

this more nuanced information. Further, we examined how attitudes manifest in

language and behavior. We now revisit the questions posed in Chapter 1.

RQ 1: How can we computationally model the attitudes that people

hold towards entities in their world?

We showed that it is possible to extract and predict people’s implicit attitudes

towards social roles through corpus statistics and dependency-based embedding mod-

els. We introduced a dataset of social roles and their associated descriptors in two

cultures, India and US, and used this to conduct evaluations focused on predicting

social roles. Our models showed stronger predictive ability when the train and test set

cultures match, indicating that cultural differences can be automatically accounted

for in our models, and that attitudes informed by a culture can be captured as well.

RQ 2: How can we predict the behaviors that people are likely to

exhibit in a given context based on their personal characteristics?

In Chapter 3, we predicted alumni donation behavior through enhancing sparse
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textual content. We introduced a dataset of alumni donations and explored four

different methods of expanding sparse text, including lexicon generation methods

and text embedding methods. We showed that we can classify large donors from

non-donors with an accuracy up to 80%, and that enriching sparse text with textual

features does benefit model performance.

In Chapter 4, we also explored behavior in the context of an online community,

the subreddit r/getdisciplined, where users express intent towards self-improvement

and personal change. Leveraging affect, linguistic style, and topic features, we built

computational models that are able to distinguish between people with continued,

persistent engagement in r/getdisciplined from those who did not continue.

Through these two chapters, we saw that latent information in language can be

predictive of behavior and that natural language processing methods can be adapted

and developed to capture this information.

RQ 3: How do attitude and behavior give insight into each other?

To understand the ties between attitudes and behavior, we conduct work in two

directions. First, in Chapter 5, we predict attitude towards philanthropic causes

based on engagement behavior with emails and personal background information.

In Chapter 6, we also analyzed shifts in subjective wellbeing across the US in

response to COVID-19, and characterized how attitudinal traits expressed prior to

the pandemic are predictive of the recovery behavior patterns and resilience.

From this, we showed that attitudes and behavior are intertwined, and can be

indicative of one another.
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7.1 Limitations, Broader Considerations, and Future Direc-

tions

While working with big data, it can be appealing to simply dig into the data,

find salient patterns that emerge, and report those as findings. However, care should

be taken to ensure that the underlying social science questions and constructs are

properly operationalized and scoped within the computational work. Otherwise, con-

clusions can be very limited in how well they can generalize to a broader population,

and therefore limited in usefulness.

If one is crafting a new measure for a social science construct derived from data,

one can validate the measure with pre-existing measures for the same construct. For

instance, in our work quantifying community subjective wellbeing in the wake of the

pandemic (Chapter VI), we compare our data-derived social resilience measures with

existing resilience measures. We found that they were correlated, as expected.

For NLP models to be useful in gaining social science insights, we need to validate

that they accurately reflect the desired construct for the study. To do this, one can

consult people who can manually label data with the construct. For example, we

explicitly survey people about their attitudes towards social roles (Chapter II). We

then use the survey results to validate whether our models can automatically extract

social role aspects.

However, other work that we presented did not have the benefit of manual labeling,

such as when we looked at personal persistence (Chapter IV) or community wellbe-

ing (Chapter VI), and may therefore limited in how well they can truly represent

the nature of these constructs. While these exploratory studies provide interesting

insights, they would benefit from further studies where the construct in question is

more narrowly defined and, to the extent possible, manually validated.

In most cases, a given study cannot fully capture all relevant aspects of a partic-
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ular construct. Measures may only reflect a limited portion of the whole construct.

One could either expand the measures or focus the scope of the study. For instance,

subjective wellbeing encompasses many different facets, but we focused on affective

wellbeing in Chapter VI. Our study does not present a comprehensive view of overall

subjective wellbeing and therefore our insights do not apply broadly to all of sub-

jective wellbeing. However, prior work has shown that different aspects of wellbeing

(e.g. affective vs cognitive) are affected differently. Therefore, future work into how

cognitive wellbeing was affected by the pandemic, in combination with our current

work, could yield broader insights on wellbeing.

Similarly, while we aimed to measure persistence in Chapter IV, persistence in an

online forum likely does not fully generalize to persisting in real life settings. However,

future work can link social media use with real world persistence behavior, such as

through self reports of exercise or surveys of self-efficacy over time.

Finally, while we are able to gain useful insight into the problems presented here,

the relationships between variables are based on correlation. Exploring causal re-

lations between attitudes and behavior presents a promising way to yield stronger

conclusions.
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